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Abstract

This thesis is on John Stuart Mill’s imperialism. Mill’s classic text *Considerations on Representative Government* is framed as a treatise of a theorem for guiding “civilized” governors in imperially democratizing “non-civilized others” for the ends of historically moving humanity towards “civilizational progress.” This theorem is broken down into an architecture which consists of the first four chapters of *Considerations* and a conceptual architecture consisting of three notions: imperialism, democracy, and good governance. In outlining this theorem, gaps and shortcomings currently existing in the body of literature that engages Mill’s relationship with imperialism are identified. The theorem and the secondary literature are also used to problematize and argue against the call by some authors for a turn to Mill’s imperialism.
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Introduction

Mill and Imperialism

The *Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy’s* 2006 portrayal of John Stuart Mill strongly asserts that “we and the world” would “do well to follow Mill” in his ideas. This portrayal of Mill does not comment on nor acknowledge the scholarship produced over the last 12 years that engages with Mill’s relationship to imperialism. The *Stanford* portrayal exemplifies the predominant standpoint on Mill and his position in the Western canon in its silence on Mill’s relationship to imperialism. Predominant standpoints simply portray Mill as non-problematically striving for the improvement of humankind. But it is a fact that Mill was an innovator and a proponent of imperial theory and practice for the ends of improving humankind along a particular normative axis of civilizational progress. In this thesis I focus on the literature that engages Mill’s relationship to imperialism and I hope to reposition Mill more accurately as a thinker whom we and the world would not do well to follow.

The predominant standpoint on Mill aside, over the last 12 years a growing literature has developed that acknowledges Mill’s relationship with imperialism. This body of literature encompasses two standpoints on Mill that are alternative to what I have labeled as the predominant standpoint. First there are those who critically explicate aspects of the undeniable relationship between Mill and imperialism, and are what I call critical standpoints. Second there are those who argue that Mill should not be framed as an extensive imperialist or those who argue that Mill’s imperial theory is tolerant and just and, therefore, should be turned to for contemporary use; I call these sympathetic standpoints.
Beyond critically explicating these two types of standpoints I more specifically aim to build off this literature and bring to the forefront one very specific part of Mill’s relationship to imperialism. I argue that Mill brings together his ideas on imperialism, liberal democracy, and principles of good governance to construct an imperial democratization and good governance theory. In doing so, I show that Mill creates a practical theorem for “civilized” governors to imperially “civilize” and democratize the “non-civilized” for the ends of “civilizational progress” for humankind. Furthermore, I criticize sympathetic standpoints for basing their framing of Mill on an erroneous understanding of Mill’s use of the notion of civilization and argue that any call for the application of Mill’s imperialism ought to be resisted by those opposed to imperial democratization under the pretense of improving the human condition. Thus this thesis is a critical standpoint primarily intended to explicate Mill’s imperial democratization theorem, but is informed by critical literature in a normative posture against the use of Mill’s ideas for “the improvement of mankind.”

The justifications for the value and significance of carrying out this project have been alluded to but for clarity I will outline them here. First, the predominant standpoint on Mill perpetuates a distorted and incomplete account of Mill’s thought by uncritically endorsing his vision while ignoring its core features, imperialism and Mill’s civilizational language. Second, Mill has a clear, developed, extensive, and packaged imperial democratization and good governance theorem that he builds and advocates, which to date has not been clearly and completely explicated in scholarship on Mill. Third, whatever the influences and continuities of Millian imperialism are outside of Mill scholarship, phenomena I do not account for in this thesis, within Mill scholarship there
are emerging sympathetic standpoints that embrace Millian imperialism as offering guidance to contemporary issues in global politics. I consider it important to identify this emergence and examine these standpoints.

This work is organized into three chapters. The first chapter is a review and assessment of six critical standpoints within the recent secondary literature that is centered on an acknowledgement that there is a significant relationship between Mill and imperialism. I hope to accomplish three broad purposes. First is to outline dimensions of Millian imperialism identified by critical standpoints that I take as important contributions to the reading of Mill I provide in this thesis. Second, I think it is useful to provide an overview of the historical development of the literature that critically acknowledges a connection between Mill and imperialism. Finally, by focusing on the critical standpoints I hope to provide a significant corrective to the distorted portrait of Mill painted by predominant standpoints.

Building off the insights provided by the existing critical standpoints, in the second chapter I focus on Mill’s primary texts to explicate his imperial democratization and good governance theorem. Mill’s most pertinent works for this purpose are Considerations on Representative Government (1861), his article “A Few Words on Non-Intervention” (1859), and his essay “Civilization” (1836). These two first chapters together constitute the first scholarship to frame Mill as an advocate for imperial democratization and identify Considerations as his most explicit and extensive treatise on what Mill views as a much needed practical theorem for this purpose.

The third chapter analyzes three recent sympathetic standpoints that have emerged. There are three broad purposes to this chapter. One is to respond to the objections to my
critical thesis on Mill that are inherent in this literature. Second is to review and assess this literature as genuine scholarship on Mill and imperialism. And third is to argue against sympathetic literatures that apply and prescribe Millian imperialism to contemporary issues.

Finally, in my conclusion I provide a brief commentary on what this thesis has accomplished and what it has not accomplished in regards to the need for further critical scholarship on Mill and imperialism. Although the main purpose of this thesis is to bring together the literature on Mill and imperialism, and specifically to explicate Mill’s imperial democratization and good governance theorem, the normative current that drives this work is most explicit in my posture against the embracing of Mill’s imperialism in some of the sympathetic literature.

Before I get to the first chapter I have a brief note on my use of the terms “imperial,” “imperialist,” and “imperialism.” There are many uses and meanings of these terms but by “imperial,” “imperialist,” and “imperialism” I mean something along the lines of the use that is employed in both the critical and sympathetic literature.¹ I mean the acts, theories, and practices of imposing a particular normative order on others through a mix of intervention and interference. By intervention I mean normative reordering through military force, and by interference I mean normative reordering through character formation via cultural, economic, pedagogical, and social and political governance programs.⁴
Chapter 1

Six Critical Standpoints

This chapter’s task is to bring together various dimensions of Millian imperialism identified by six critical standpoints within the recent literature on Mill and imperialism. Among the critical standpoints there is a plethora of connected imperial dimensions of Mill that can be abstracted from this literature. I list a variety of these below in an artificially categorical fashion for analytic and communicative clarity.

These dimensions are stated from (A) to (K) in no particular order of significance.

(A) Mill’s historical and social position in Victorian England as the son of James Mill and employee of the East India Company for 35 years. (B) Mill’s relationship to empire and imperialism through the exclusionary and homogenizing logics that extend from the epistemological and ontological bases of Mill’s thought, particularly from Mill’s liberalism and utilitarianism. (C) The role of Mill’s modular notion of maturity in employing and justifying intervention and interference. (D) The civilizational language of “savages” and “barbarians” that is extensively employed by Mill throughout his works and its significance in a comprehensive account of Millian imperialism. (E) The hierarchical typology of forms of governance that corresponds to the hierarchical typology of civilizations. (F) Mill’s universal prescription of representative government as the best particular form of government for humanity. (G) Mill’s account of the material preconditions and moral preconditions which are required for any nation to be able and willing to acquire and maintain representative government. (H) Mill’s prescription of intervention and interference as permissible and obligatory means for mature civilized nations to reorder immature non-civilized nations towards Mill’s
idealized model of liberal-representative government.\textsuperscript{10} (I) Mill’s theory employs intervention and interference to internal others as well as external others.\textsuperscript{11} (J) Mill’s liberal theory of ethology or science of character formation as a form of liberal governmentality and an effort towards perfecting the effectiveness of interference. (K) Millian imperialism operates in the contemporary world.\textsuperscript{12}

I do not carry out an account of each of the dimensions in turn. Rather, I select six main critical standpoint authors who have produced scholarship that articulates at least one, and usually many, of these dimensions to varying degrees. I will explicate each author’s position and contribution. This review and assessment of each author in chronological order will, when read together, encompass an account of these related dimensions. By outlining the authors in chronological order I hope to provide a sense of how a growing recognition and criticism of Millian imperialism occurred between 1994 and 2005.

**Bhikhu Parekh: Superior Peoples and Narrowness of Mill’s Liberalism**

Bhikhu Parekh was one of the first authors to substantially engage and initiate a critical reframing of Mill with an acknowledgement of the significance of imperialism.\textsuperscript{13} Parekh argues that Millian liberalism is penetrated to its core by the 19\textsuperscript{th}-century experience of British colonialism and imperialism, as this experience shaped Millian liberalism’s self-definition.\textsuperscript{14} He writes that during the 19\textsuperscript{th} century, liberalism most extensively and influentially through John Stuart Mill became “missionary, ethnocentric, and narrow, dismissing non-liberal ways of life and thought” as “primitive” and in material and moral need of the “liberal civilizing mission.”\textsuperscript{15} Moreover, Parekh sees the contemporary world
entangled with Millian liberalism in that today’s liberals have not yet fully liberated themselves from this Millian legacy.  

Parekh explicates that for Mill “man was a progressive being” whose “ultimate destiny” was to “secure the fullest development of his intellectual, moral, aesthetic and other faculties”. Here Parekh’s interpretation of Mill is largely correct in that it highlights Mill’s normative project to have humanity progress towards the “best thing” it can “possibly become” along the particularly Millian understanding of intellectual, moral, and aesthetic development. That said, I will provide a partial corrective to the emphasis in Parekh’s rendering of progress as “ultimate destiny” in a moment.

To understand Parekh’s perspective it is necessary to understand that Parekh frames Mill’s thought as fundamentally distinguishing superior peoples and inferior peoples. This is Parekh’s account of what I call Mill’s civilizational language. Parekh illustrates how Mill “divided societies into two,” the civilized and non-civilized, the European and the other, or the superior and the inferior. Parekh elucidates that for Mill the civilized “tended to do” what “they ought to do” according to Mill’s normative vision. In other words the civilized were able and willing to do what liberal ways required of them to progress towards the best that humanity could possibly be. For Mill, Victorian England of his day was the closest realization to this ideal in the modern world.

The non-civilized, on the other hand, “had to be educated into the civilized normative order and, until such time as they were ready, held in check.” Parekh is correct on this point, for Mill the “non-civilized” means, for example, “North American Indians” whom he categorizes as “savages” who are not yet ready for pedagogical guidance and therefore require to be enslaved by force. Enslavement constitutes a double move in Mill to hold
“savages” in check as well as a first step to getting the “savage” ready for forthcoming modes of interference. The non-civilized also refers to “barbarians” of “Hindustan” who were more advanced and ready for pedagogical imperialism than “savages.” Note here how the civilizational language in Mill’s thought operates in two ways. One as a binary between the civilized and non-civilized and second as a linear continuum running from the bottom rung of savage to the top rung of civilized. The two forms provide Millian imperialism the governmental flexibility to frame others as existing between two hierarchical categories such as semi-civilized (between barbarian and civilized on the Millian continuum) or simply as the binary other. The advantage of this for Millian imperial governance is that for any one particular “barbarian” nation it provides two sets of arguments with two different results. One source justifies interference (experiments in self-government within the empire based on the more sophisticated continuum form) or a justification for intervention (despotic enforcement of order and the exclusion from self-government for a dependency based on the binary form).

One of the strengths of Parekh’s work is that he emphasizes Mill’s civilizational typology as not only constituting abstract theoretical concepts but as live judgments by live people towards other living peoples in a lived colonial and imperial context. Furthermore, Parekh encapsulates the connotative spirit of Mill’s civilizational language as a dimension of Millian imperialism effectively dividing the world into superior peoples and inferior peoples, and thereby justifying the imperial intervention and interference of the latter by the former. But Parekh’s work does not detail the two different operative forms that the civilizational language takes in Mill’s thought: the binary form and the continuum form. Nor does Parekh detail the way these forms of
civilizational language signify corresponding forms of government. That said, the binary form of the civilizational language is basically identified by Parekh’s phraseology of superior peoples and inferior peoples.

Another important feature of Parekh’s phraseology is that it articulates how it is that even if Mill rejected the biological racist theories of his contemporaries he nevertheless justifies violent normative reordering and hierarchies based on ethnocentrically based judgments on others and difference. It is worth noting that if Mill had brought the premise of biological racism into his project of normatively reordering others, then the project itself would have become logically perplexed. This is because Mill’s project—to have superior peoples, especially the British, reorder inferior peoples such as the “barbarians” of “Hindustan” through coercion and violence—relies on the premise that inferiors can and often should be civilized. Mill’s civilizing premise and the premise of biological racism, although coexisting in imperial practices, are not logically commensurable. Mill’s extensive ethnocentrism and his civilizing premise logically go together in Mill’s thought.

Parekh also connects Mill’s civilizational language to the concept of maturity when he notes that those whom Mill calls “civilized” are those human beings who have, in Mill’s words, attained the requisite “maturity of their faculties” to allow the capacity of being guided to their own improvement by conviction or persuasion. This connection becomes important to my reading of Mill for three reasons. One is that the distinction between “civilized” and “non-civilized” is often analogous to the distinction between the “mature” and the “immature.” Second, as I will elaborate in my explication of Eddy Souffrant’s critical standpoint below, the notion of maturity operates in both Mill’s
“domestic” philosophy of reordering internal immature barbarians and in his “philosophy of international affairs” of reordering external barbarians. Third, maturity and the method of maturation is a field of great concern to Mill as emphasized in his theory of ethology or the science of character formation. Mill’s ethology is treated in more detail in my explication of Jennifer Pitts’ and Melanie White’s critical standpoints below.

It is important to correct Parekh’s perspective as outlined above by noting that Mill did not see “progress” as humanity’s “ultimate destiny” but as an ontological normative goal towards which humanity should consciously drive itself. The insecurity over the non-inevitability of Mill’s particular ideology of progress, as Parekh notes, is partially what motivates Mill’s willingness to endorse coercion and violence to enforce progress on those unfit (unable and unwilling) to develop. This is partly why it is usually permissible and often obligatory for superior peoples to employ intervention and imperial interference against inferior peoples, because “progress” is not natural in relation to inferior peoples’ constitution. Therefore, a great portion of humanity for Mill in fact all non-Europeans of Mill’s day is seen as incapable and unwilling to move towards this progress. In this way, the non-civilized pose a great threat, through their difference, to all of humanity. Parekh also recognizes that although Mill took the concept and process of progress for granted in normative terms, Mill does not do so in descriptive terms. Parekh notes this when he argues that Mill was “not really concerned with the East” but “constructed the East” with two objectives in mind. Note here that Mill takes a spatial-temporal framework for granted in which there are only three possibilities for historical movement: regress, stillness, and progress. The first objective is to show the British “what would happen if they did not cultivate the spirit of individuality” and the second is
to argue that other nations who did not have this spirit “needed external help” and therefore the British and its selected allies were justified in employing intervention and interference to this end.33

This brings me to Parekh’s final point. Parekh flags the role that Mill’s narrow and limited conception of diversity plays in Millian imperialism. Parekh’s important contribution here is his identification of the fact that Millian liberalism values “not diversity per se but liberal diversity” which in Mill’s thought is “confined within the narrow limits” of his “model of human excellence” which is entwined with the civilizational language, the concept of maturity, and the normative project of reordering inferior peoples through coercion and violence.34 Part of Mill’s story of why Europeans are civilized and non-Europeans are not is that Europeans have had a history of liberal diversity whereas the stagnant and stationary existence of non-Europeans has not and therefore non-Europeans have been unable to consciously progress.35 This is an important critical point on Mill especially in light of some contemporary scholarship that uses the language of diversity in Mill’s thought as evidence to the fact that it is inappropriate to read Mill as an imperialist or as an unjust imperialist.36

**Uday Singh Mehta : J.S. Mill and the Homogenization of Unfamiliar Difference**

A second critical standpoint is provided by Uday Singh Mehta in his 1999 book *Liberalism and Empire: A Study in Nineteenth Century Liberal Thought*.37 Through the case of British rule of India, Mehta examines the relationship between British political thinkers and the justification for British Empire. Mehta finds that the liberal political thinkers, particularly John Stuart Mill, were essential in providing a justification for British Empire.38 Mehta explicates and accounts for the way in which Mill’s justification
of empire entails a number of related dimensions, each working to justify imperialism. These include: economic, epistemological, ethical, historical, juridical, ontological pedagogical, political, social, and temporal dimensions.\textsuperscript{39}

For Mehta, what brings these different dimensions together into a coherent and pervasive justification for empire is the fusing of three major aspects of Mill’s thought: (1) ideals of progress, civilization, and historical development,\textsuperscript{40} what I term the civilizational language and what Parekh frames as the division of the world into superior and inferior peoples; (2) a reformed political liberalism;\textsuperscript{41} (3) and the utilitarianism J.S. Mill had inherited and modified from Jeremy Bentham and his father James Mill, which the younger Mill used to fundamentally transform political liberalism.\textsuperscript{42}

Roughly, not exclusively, the first major aspect (the civilizational language) works to bring the historical, the temporal, and the ontological into J.S. Mill’s thought. The second major aspect (Mill’s reformed political liberalism) works to bring the economic, the epistemological, and the political into Mill’s thought. The third major aspect (modified utilitarianism) works to bring the ethical, the social, and the juridical into Mill’s thought. The pedagogical dimension of JS Mill’s justification for British empire seems to be strongly reinforced by all three of these aspects of his thought but originates in the proto-liberalism of John Locke.\textsuperscript{43}

Mehta moves towards connecting his in-depth account of Millian imperialism to Mill’s imperial democratization and good governance theory when he outlines Mill’s pedagogical imperialism. Mehta explains that J.S. Mill’s view of the British as forming a “government of leading strings,” as a means of “gradually training the people to walk as one” constitutes a trope in imperial discourse because
They all coalesce around the same general point: India is a child for which the empire offers the prospect of legitimate and progressive parentage and toward which Britain, as a parent, is similarly obliged and competent …. The idea has a distinguished pedigree and in the liberal tradition originates in Locke’s characterization of tutelage as a necessary stage through which children must be trained before they acquire the reason requisite for expressing contractual consent.44

Mill’s translation of liberal pedagogical imperialism into a democratization program through his “government of leading strings,” which is analyzed by Mehta above, is a core aspect of Mill’s imperial democratization and good governance theorem.

Ultimately, Mehta views Mill’s political thought as attempting to reconcile the seemingly irreconcilable, that is, the modern enlightenment language of humanity with the violent inhumanity of the modern British Empire. In doing so Mehta illustrates why it is that the two phenomena go together, because one phenomenon is not well understood in a coherent fashion without the other. Therefore the tensions that some see in Mill’s enlightenment project of establishing and defending his particular principles of freedom, liberty and Mill’s justification of British empire and imperialism are reconciled. They are reconciled into a coherent system of thought in that the enlightenment aspects, Mill’s liberalism and utilitarianism, provide the epistemological and ontological premises of Mill’s imperialism. Hence Mill’s enlightenment humanism is inextricably linked to his imperialism because these fundamental premises require the homogenization of any unfamiliar difference they encounter in the world.45 In other words, Mill is using imperialism as a means to pursue his humanist goals.
Eddy Souffrant: Maturity and the No Harm Principle in Mill’s Imperialism

A third critical standpoint is provided by Eddy Souffrant, in his 2000 book *Formal Transgression: John Stuart Mill’s Philosophy of International Affairs*. Souffrant delineates a philosophy of international affairs from Mill’s work to show that one “would be warranted to claim that Mill’s attempted justification of colonization was in effect an advocacy of imperialism,” an advocacy that has relevance and continuity in contemporary imperial practice of the post-colonial era. Souffrant provides an important interpretation of the roles that the notions of individuality, conformity, and maturity play in Mill’s political theory and in his advocacy of imperialism. Here Souffrant provides an account of the how the mature become the guardians of Mill’s normative order, using intervention and interference to protect and impose proper ways of being both domestically against internal “barbarians” and internationally against external “barbarians.” We should recall from Parekh’s work that the language of maturity in Mill’s thought operates at times as a synonym for the civilizational language. Souffrant’s contribution is a unique and I think correct commentary on the function of a modular notion of maturity employed by Mill which Souffrant uses to outline the continuity between Mill’s domestic political theory and his philosophy of international affairs.

Relying on chapters 3 and 4 of *On Liberty*, with an eye towards Mill’s philosophy of international affairs, Souffrant illustrates that Mill’s “conception of individuality is a restricted one” that depends on his concept of maturity and “permits interference with an individual whose individuality is thought to deviate from that conception of maturity.” Souffrant notes that in *On Liberty* when Mill speaks of individuality, he is
referring to an attribute of mature individuals, human beings who have been brought up within the confines of particular societies. Mature individuals enjoy having had a formative period contributing to their maturity. The individuality expressed by mature individuals presupposes thus a social training.\(^50\)

According to Souffrant, Mill prescribes that the intellectual part of humanity ought to socially engineer the correct formative training to liberate the rest of humanity from custom and tradition.\(^51\) This insight by Souffrant illustrates why, in Mill’s thought, the mature people of a nation ought to interfere and intervene with the immature, and, likewise, at the international level, the “mature” civilized nations ought to interfere and intervene with “immature,” “backward” nations.\(^52\) Hence, Souffrant is able to see the continuity between Mill’s domestic political theory and his philosophy of international affairs which justifies colonialism and advocates imperialism.

There are two key passages from Souffrant’s work that give insight on the role of maturity in Millian imperialism. First Souffrant writes that:

The two sides of Mill’s theory are on the one hand that society has had its time to mold the individual and is in need of no additional resources to control the individual, and on the other that the individual should not be interfered with once individuality has been reached unless she causes harm to another. Mill’s theory thus suggests that interference before the period of maturity (however vaguely construed) is justified if not required. This interference denies or considers irrelevant the will of the so-called immature. For Mill, the interaction between the individual and society is such that when one speaks of individuality one is referring to the attribute of a mature, rational, thinking individual full of age. Only when those attributes are assigned can that individual be entitled to the freedoms of individuality. At that point the requirements of non-interference apply and the individual becomes eligible to receive the kinds of protection Mill believes is due her society in large.\(^53\)

This passage by Souffrant locates Mill’s no-harm principle” in a way that helps the contemporary theorist to discern it as a principle that polices people, wherever they are situated in a binary of mature and immature or on a continuum from mature to immature. This is because the immature are excluded from the outset from Mill’s modular form of
maturity and therefore are excluded from the protection of the no harm principle. Mature people, on the other hand, are included in Mill’s modular form of maturity only by virtue of their conformity to this module through social training. For the mature, this protection is terminated if the mature deviate from the space of maturity through barbaric or immature conduct.

Souffrant’s contribution regarding the role of maturity and the no-harm principle in the context of intervention and interference is significant to my reading of Mill. It is significant especially when combined with Mill’s view that the immature and the uncivilized, through their conduct and the fact of their very existence, cause harm to humanity in general, and therefore require intervention and interference for protective and reordering purposes. By bringing these points together, we can discern how and why Mill’s modular notion enables the mature community to intervene and interfere with those without recognized mature status, because for Mill people labeled immature, deviant, and barbarian harm humanity by the fact of their existence and alternative practices of being. Ultimately the no-harm principle based on Mill’s modular form of maturity imperially polices both the mature and the immature—the latter through initial and perpetual exclusion until such time as they are reordered and become mature; the former through their very inclusion coupled with the threat of expulsion from this status-group by their peer-community constituted by the mature/s. Taken as such, Souffrant’s contribution indicates how the no-harm principle in the context of its preconditions is useful as a technique and a tactic to progress towards (or construct) the universal normative order Mill idealizes and prescribes.
The second key passage in Souffrant further elucidates how the role of maturity functions in Mill’s thought via the interaction between society and the individual:

there is an imposition on the individual during his interaction with society. The vagueness of the term maturity and the fact that the immature human being is the less powerful in the interaction means that he ultimately suffers in the exchange. By the time the individual is considered to have reached the level of maturity that theoretically protects him from the interference of outsiders, he has already been coerced to conform to a societal conception of individuality.57

This constructivist power dynamic identified by Souffrant portrays one way in which Mill hopes to achieve the social training of individuals to create and protect a particular pre-way of being. This dynamic, however, also applies to the interaction between a society of “mature” nations, known today as the international community,58 and individual nations outside of this community.59

In sum, Souffrant shows that the concept of maturity is significant in Mill’s thought for three related and overlapping reasons: (1) it is a mechanism by which the subjects and agents of interference and intervention are identified; the mature agent can and often should intervene and interfere with the immature subject; (2) those people considered mature and free from intervention now were once correctly intervened with as children along their development towards maturity, ensuring that they fit Mill’s modular form of individuality and maturity; (3) and the mature are also policed through the no-harm principle in that if they deviate from its conditions they become subject to the sanctions of intervention.

Jennifer Pitts: The Civilizational Language and the Pax Britannica

A fourth critical standpoint is provided by Jennifer Pitts in her 2005 work “James and John Stuart Mill: The Development of Imperial Liberalism in Britain.”60 Pitts argues that
of all the modern thinkers privileged in the Western canon, it is the two Mills who most extensively justify and advocate colonialism and imperialism based on a philosophy of history which at its core rested on their civilizational language of inferior and superior peoples. Pitts is concerned with contrasting the two Mills with other canonical thinkers of the modern era to argue that figures such as Adam Smith, Edmund Burke, and Jeremy Bentham are anti-imperialists who at the very least do not participate in the extensive imperial dimensions that one finds “most forcefully” in the thought of J.S. Mill. Pitts is particularly interested in distinguishing between Scottish Enlightenment social development theories which she argues had a “complex gradation of four or more stages” through which Scottish historians “could discuss degrees of complexity among various settled societies” without necessarily hierarchically privileging one culture over others as superior. I agree with Pitts that among modern canonical thinkers J.S. Mill has most forcefully advocated imperialism with superior peoples governing others on the justification that it is for the benefit of “others” and the benefit of humanity. I, however, do not agree with Pitts’ representations of many other earlier Western thinkers and the Western tradition in general as anti-imperialist. Nor do I think a four-stage rubric for examining cultures is particularly complex and normatively beneficial or neutral, but this is beyond the scope of my thesis.

Pitts begins by providing an account of James Mill’s imperialism and its relevance to J.S. Mill, especially in terms of the philosophy of history they share (it should be noted that the younger Mill, as Pitts outlines, provides a more thoroughly theorized and forceful version of this philosophy of history). Pitts situates the elder Mill as “somewhere between the theories of social development central to the Scottish Enlightenment and the
theory of progress distinctive of J.S. Mill’s liberalism.” She notes that James Mill’s highly regarded and influential work *The History of British India* (first published in 1817), and other articles by James Mill, argued that it was “Britain’s duty as a civilized and progressive nation to impose its rule on India” for the sake of Britain’s Indian subjects. Pitts also notes how James Mill’s radical criticism of the British government in domestic affairs coexisted with his belief in the “superiority of British politics and culture.” Pitts adds that in addition to “believing that utility could be adopted” as a “standard of judgment for any society” James Mill claimed that Britain ranked highest among all nations and that its laws “ought to be imposed on backward nations.” Pitts also notes how James Mill proposed the “quite extraordinary solution of having a member of the British royal family sent out to found a hereditary emperorship of Hindustan, to govern with the help of British advisers, and to encourage settlement by ‘Europeans of all descriptions.’”

Her work also frames the relationship between James Mill and John Stuart Mill in terms that move towards the spirit of my reading of J.S. Mill as an imperial democratization and good governance theorist. Pitts writes that James Mill utilizes his philosophy of history to develop an imperial theory of governance, writing that James Mill adopted a “standard of utility” with “an idea of progressive social development” from Scottish Enlightenment thinkers. This resulted in a “problematic fusion” and an “index of progress in which utility is the sole standard against which any nation can be measured” in a civilizational binary or along a civilizational scale. Pitts connects this to a good governance theory when she writes that James Mill
seems to have seen his project as the application of philosophical history to good
government: the technique of conjectural history should not be simply a matter of
theoretical reflection but a tool of utilitarian governance.\textsuperscript{72}

Pitts’ account of James Mill illustrates, as we know from Mehta’s work, that there are
“echoes” of James Mill in the younger Mill’s “advocacy of progressive despotism.”\textsuperscript{73}
Although JS Mill argued for imperial governance through the East India Company and
James Mill for the installation of a member of the royal family to consolidate direct
British rule of India, Pitts reminds us that whatever their differences both Mills argued
“that the British empire could be justified not only by domestic improvements but also by
the pax Britannica it would create.”\textsuperscript{74}

Pitts also discusses the role of individual and national character formation in Millian
imperialism. Pitts writes it “was the younger Mill’s efforts to introduce into utilitarian
thought a consideration of character, both individual and national, and his belief in
progress which he saw as an essential element of liberty that mark” JS Mill’s
imperialism.\textsuperscript{75}

In relation to these contributions, Pitts also provides valuable points on JS Mill’s
“meaning of nationality,” the relationship between material and moral development in his
imperial thought, and his narrow concept of diversity. She also argues against the simple
position that the now politically incorrect and objectionable civilizational language
employed by JS Mill in his historical context was merely the result of a human being
working through the natural language of his times.\textsuperscript{76} With the exception of the last point,
I touch on each of these to close off my discussion of Pitt’s work.

Pitts writes that JS Mill used nationality as a normative category and as a descriptive
term. In the normative sense “nationality was an achievement of civilization” bringing
with it recognition and rights in the “international sphere.” What Pitts does not add is that a similar logic applies for Mill at the intra-national level. Becoming a member of the community is the achievement of the individual entering society as a responsible member with the capacity to responsibly self-govern, thereby gaining recognition and rights in the “social sphere” such as the protection and privilege of the no harm principle. The descriptive sense of the term refers to people who have modernized in an economic sense, having the economic systems and commercial development along the lines of what existed in Britain and Europe generally. This understanding by Pitts is important as it maps onto JS Mill’s two meanings of civilization, one which has a broad normative meaning and one which is a descriptive term, there is always an element of the descriptive term when Mill wields his notion of civilization. Both of these two meanings correspond to and crystallize with Mill’s distinction between material development and moral development and the relationship between the two. This relationship is noted by Pitts when she writes that in JS Mill’s support of Auguste Comte’s view of history:

Mill offered one of his most complex accounts of social development, recognizing stages of intellectual development, the effects of the division of labor on social evolution, and the interaction between material and intellectual causes in the progress of society.

Pitts’ account of diversity is along the lines provided by Parekh and Souffrant but is worth explicating because it is expressed a little bit differently. Parekh asserted that Mill’s concept of diversity is a narrow concept within the confines of his liberal and progressive ideals. Souffrant illustrates how Mill’s diversity is a concept narrowed by the confines of Mill’s modular conception of mature or maturity and individuality. Pitts accounts for Mill’s narrow concept of diversity in two passages. First, Pitts writes:
Although Mill regularly cautioned that nations and national characters must be understood as diverse, as formed by ‘time and place, and circumstance,’ he nonetheless tended at just these moments to reduce diversity among societies to variation along a single axis of progress. Mill’s perfectionism, his belief in the self-development as a preeminent moral duty and his conviction that societies, like individuals, must continue to ‘improve’ or else stagnate or decline, supported a view of social progress that in many of its details restated and affirmed the much less complex ideas of his father….Mill takes national differences to signify degrees of advancement in a rigid hierarchy of progress; and, like his father, he characterizes members of “backward” societies as children.80

This is clear enough and brings together the relationship between Mill’s modular concept of maturity, Mill’s civilizational language, and Mill’s narrow concept of diversity. The second key passage from Pitts is her analysis of Mill’s critique of Bentham that he failed to recognize political institutions “in a higher light” as the “principal means of the social education of people” and therefore lacked the knowledge that “the same institutions will no more suit two nations in different stages of civilization, than the same lessons will suit children of different ages.”81 Contingent examples of these differences, for Mill, are “North American Indians” who as “savages” require “taming” versus “Asiatics” as “barbarians” who require hardening.82 Here Pitts gestures towards a cultural moral spectrum in Mill that is more clearly outlined in the discussion of Beate Jahn’s work below.83

The notion that Mill has a narrow conception of diversity is largely shared among the critical standpoint theorists including Parekh, Methta, Pitts, and Beate Jahn. The point that needs to be noted for my purposes is that for Mill, if diverse ways of being do not move people to progress towards his particular ideal of civilization and representative government, therefore satisfying the moral and material preconditions required for this achievement, then this diversity is intolerable and open to normative reordering through
intervention and interference which is the *sine quo non* of imperialism generally. As we will see in turning to Beate Jahn below, the material and moral preconditions by definition exclude the possibility for deep plurality and extensive multiplicity of diverse ways of being in the ideal Millian world.

**Beate Jahn: Mill’s Civilizational Language and Appropriate Forms of Government**

A fifth critical standpoint is provided in Beate Jahn’s 2005 article “Barbarian thoughts: imperialism in the philosophy of John Stuart Mill.” Jahn’s article is the scholarship on Mill that most closely intersects and overlaps with my critical standpoint on Mill. Jahn begins by noting how predominant standpoints have recently come “under critical scrutiny” as authors such as Mehta, Parekh, and Souffrant have argued that Mill’s liberalism is “inextricably linked to imperialism, which, in turn, is reproduced through liberal practices in the contemporary world.”

Jahn argues that the disciplinary separation between international relations (IR) and political theory has “led in both disciplines to an unreflected perpetuation of Mill’s philosophy of history” upon which Mill’s imperialism and its perpetuation in contemporary liberal international theories rests.

To deliver this thesis Jahn reconstructs Mill’s philosophy of history, Mill’s theory of international relations, and Mill’s political theory and then connects each through Mill’s imperialism because the latter two components of Mill’s thought are necessarily contingent on his philosophy of history that is “rooted in a need to justify the political inequality of humanity on cultural grounds.” At certain points Jahn’s account of Mill’s philosophy of history moves more towards connecting Mill’s civilizational language to what I frame as Mill’s imperial democratization and good governance theory.
Jahn’s move towards the critical standpoint I take is contained the passage below:

Mill’s philosophy of history, then, contains the four broad stages of civilisational development—savagism, slavery, barbarism and civilisation—and he identifies the force which drives this development, namely the mode of government. Since development along civilisational lines is not automatic, and since stagnation entails the grave danger of conquest and backward development, human beings have to strive for the next level of development by establishing the appropriate form of government for this purpose. This philosophy of history is the basis of Mill’s theory of international relations.90

The last words above could as easily and more aptly have read “…the basis of Mill’s imperial theory of democratization and good governance.”91 This is indicative of the fact that Jahn’s critical standpoint that “Mill developed a distinctive theory of international relations on the basis of his philosophy of history” is commensurable to my standpoint and offers some valuable building blocks for my identification of Mill’s imperial democratization and good governance theorem outlined in the next chapter.

For example, as shown above Jahn explicates her understanding of Mill’s civilizational language as the fundamental premise by which Mill consciously strives towards his normative ideal and reorders others towards his particular conception of civilization through intervention and interference.92 In this Jahn moves even further towards my critical standpoint when she notes that for Mill civilization and therefore representative government require “certain kinds of preconditions.”93

Jahn even goes some distance towards outlining how Millian imperialism resembles the core of contemporary democratization and good governance theories in that Jahn briefly mentions democratization thinker Samuel Huntington as well as notable liberal theorists such as Francis Fukuyama as intellectuals that promote contemporary imperial projects which rest on Mill’s hierarchical civilizational division of the world as the basis
upon which peoples are subject to intervention and interference by those at the top of the hierarchy.94 Jahn explicitly agrees with the critical standpoint that Mill’s “justification of colonialism is of continuing relevance today,” as Eddy Souffrant has argued, because it provides the basis for the “implementation of a foreign policy of intervention” which “constitutes the fundamental nature of imperialism.”95

Given the importance of Jahn’s identification of Mill’s material and moral preconditions that are required of civilization and representative government it is worth outlining Jahn’s account of them here. Material preconditions means modernization such as the building of infrastructure, “in particular roads” as well as the development of a commercial market economy. Jahn spends little time on the material preconditions asserting that “generally Mill is much more interested in what he calls the moral preconditions for civilization and representative government.”96

Even with this brief treatment one can see, as I do, that the material preconditions map onto contemporary democratization theory which theorizes how development and liberalization ought to be instituted in illiberal non-democratic orders in the world—with some arguing material development is a precondition to democracy and good governance (the liberalization first thesis) and some arguing that the material and moral preconditions need to be instantiated simultaneously in illiberal contexts because the two are mutually necessary to each other (the simultaneous conditions thesis).97 Mill’s imperial democratization and good governance theory provides premises for both of these types of democratization and good governance approaches. The substance of contemporary democratization theories are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Mill is not only quite concerned with the material preconditions, \textit{contra} Jahn, but is extensively concerned with how such conditions relate to the moral preconditions and \textit{vice versa}. Both the material and the moral preconditions, including the relationship between the material and the moral state and condition of particular peoples, are integral to Mill’s broader civilizational project of cultural and political normative reordering. Mill’s moral preconditions are explained by Jahn in the passage below:

If a people is very passive they will not fight for their freedom when attacked and would choose tyrants as their representatives. And only despotic rule or a general massacre could have emancipated the serfs of Russia. If a people is ignorant and lacks mental cultivation, if it is gullible, it may be cheated out of its freedom. If a people is too rude to control its passions, to forgo private conflict, too proud not to avenge wrongs done to them directly, it is not ready for self-government. The existences of prejudices, adherence to old habits and a general incapacity to adapt to and accept constant changes are hindrances to self-government; and, generally, not clearly specified ‘positive defects of national character’.\textsuperscript{98}

Jahn’s explication here illustrates that there is a proper moral middle ground for Mill between people who are too rude to effectively control (such as “North American Indians” Mill frames as “savages”) and people who are too passive to actively and consciously ensure the continuation of civilization (such as the “Hindoos” of “Hindustan” Mill frames as “barbarians”). Jahn articulates the importance of this middle ground and the moral preconditions generally to Mill’s imperial democratization and good governance theorem when he writes that for Mill “[c]ivilizational development is therefore not to be expected as a matter of course but must be pursued consciously” and the “most potent means” of “preparing people for the next stage of civilizational development” is “the form of government.”\textsuperscript{99}

Jahn completes the account noting that whether a people are “savages” or “barbarians”, at the extreme of rudeness or the extreme of passivity, for Mill there are
only two ways a people can move towards progress and civilization: the rare exception of
government “through an indigenous leader of extraordinary genius” or “government
through a culturally superior power carrying the people ‘rapidly through several stages of
progress’”. Mill prescribes the latter because he thinks it is the only practical of the two
since an able and willing indigenous leader is “rare”. Mill’s interest in employing
multiple strategies to standardize conduct across populations through character formation
congruent with liberal sensibilities thereby promoting civilizational progress is outlined
in Melanie White’s work which I discuss below.

**Melanie White: Mill’s Imperialism and the Science of Character Formation**

Thus far, the outline of the five authors above enunciates a number of the related
dimensions of Millian imperialism as a normative project to reorder the others of the
world through intervention and interference which is contingent on, and necessarily
connected to, Mill’s civilizational language. Yet if the portrait that this ensemble of
critical literature paints is correct, would Mill not have attempted an elaborate theory for
this purpose? After all if Mill’s liberal imperialism aims to reorder alternative ways of
being in the world by molding internal and external “barbarians” through means of
interference and intervention to form and reform the character of “others”, as an
empiricist would Mill not have been interested in the details of how to form character in
practice through modes of interference? The answer is that Mill did indeed attempt such a
theory. In his work *System of Logic*, Mill articulates a theory of ethology as a science of
character formation and Melanie White contributes an examination of this in relation to
Mill’s imperialism and civilizational language, which I turn to now.
Melanie White’s 2005 article “The liberal character of ethological governance” uses Foucauldian inspired governmentality theory to explicate ways in which Mill’s ethology is a theory of liberal ethological governance. In doing so, White provides an account of Mill’s ethology in an effort to “shed some light” on the “apparent rekindling of interest in character and its formation” and Mill’s “rehabilitation in the twentieth century” as a “liberal philosopher par excellence” in the contemporary world. Hence one can see her work as delineating some of the continuities of Millian imperialism from the 19th century into the contemporary world, at least the conception of imperialism as normative reordering imposed through intervention and interference that frames this thesis.

By “ethological governance” White means “the set of practices that is organized by a developmental notion of human conduct (i.e. character) that operates as a standard of liberal government and serves as an index for the responsible exercise of freedom.” For White ethological governance “establishes a context that harnesses character as a tool for social and political transformation” and the liberal ethological governance that Mill’s theory articulates theorizes some of the “various ways” liberal ethological governance “individualizes personal character through disciplined self-governance and totalizes it by standardizing conduct across populations”.

White sees these theoretical points at play historically, loosely “based on the work of John Stuart Mill,” in the popular practices of government in Britain and North America during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. White identifies how the notion of “character operates” within Mill’s liberal ethological governance “as the principal point of contact between technologies of the self and technologies of power, and helps to structure the possible action of oneself and others.” White writes that in “governing
through agents and not acts, ethological governance adopts character as a general way of conceptualizing human conduct. More specifically, White elaborates that there are particular standards of character that are set up as the “principal criterion for evaluating the successful individuation of the liberal subject.” These would include the notions of civility, individuality, liberty, progress, maturity, and self-control as the main ideals that underwrite Mill’s thought as seen through the critical standpoints discussed above.

White provides an account of the “critical channels” of Millian-type liberal ethological governance throughout the 19th and 20th century which I think provides a simplified but accurate portrayal of Mill’s science of character formation. The typical channels involve the moral education of children through particular forms of family, school, and community clubs (such as Boy Scouts and Girl Guides) as sites of character formation. White highlights some of the successful techniques of character formation, for example the discipline and regime of learning the details of grammar and memorizing the morals of fables. For White these sites and techniques of character formation in ethological governance are institutes to ensure “the responsible practice of freedom.” The difference between good governance and bad governance is making sure there is not too much governance or too little governance in their effects on character based on the environmental conditions and capacities of the governed or in ideal conditions the self-governing subjects.

In explicating Mill’s ethology White notes that “Mill’s interest to develop a “science of character formation” is easily situated in the context of his other writings that use character as a means for political reform” but more extensively as a means of
normative reordering through intervention and interference. This is reflected in White’s work when she writes:

Mill intended his version of ethology to be a science that would examine how circumstances mould and shape individuals, nations and races….He hoped that in his hands ethology could be used to identify those particular social conditions that were constitutive of the dispositions of specific character types. It would ultimately serve as a normative project that could offer insights into the conditions of possibility for the development of a form of character appropriate for liberal sensibilities.\(^{116}\)

To elaborate, take two examples in Mill’s thought. For Mill “savages” require force to enslave their societies (in this case the most extensive governance and control imaginable is the appropriate amount of governance for character formation).\(^{117}\) In contrast the mature country of Britain is so civilized that even strong democratically formulated and self-imposed policies might be too much governance that would infringe on the privacy and genius of the best while eroding and homogenizing the very diverse\(^{118}\), in Mill’s narrow liberal sense of diverse, character that ensures that freedom is practiced responsibly and progress is pursued consciously. Here governing very little is the appropriate level of governance.

The Millian dimensions of imperialism such as the civilizational language and the concept of maturity intersect and are congruent with White’s account of Mill’s ethological governance as seen when she writes that the:

developmental view of human conduct fosters a paternalism that targets subjects that ostensibly need ‘improvement’, such as the poor, indigenous peoples, children, and colonial others. Here ethological governance operates under the guise of ‘reform’ or ‘philanthropic’ projects that are typically based on progressivist or civilizational narratives. Character comes to operate as a liberal norm that carves out exceptions in order to deny individuals or groups certain rights until they are capable of demonstrating effective self-government. Consequently, the right to demand rights by individuals and groups who are
governed ethologically has typically required the demonstration of character through effective self-discipline and self-control before they display sufficient character in order to be ‘free.’

The role of these channels and techniques of ethological governance in 19th century imperialism, and their continuity into the contemporary world are captured by Edward Said’s third chapter of *Culture and Imperialism* titled “Resistance and Opposition”. Said writes:

Imperialism after all was a cooperative venture, and a salient trait of its modern form is that it was (or claimed to be) an educational movement; it set out quite consciously to modernize, develop, instruct and civilize. The annals of schools, missions, universities, scholarly societies, hospitals in Asia, Africa, Latin America, Europe, and America are filled with this history, which over time established so called modernizing trends as much as it muted the harsher aspects of imperialist domination. But at its center it preserved the 19th century divide between native and Westerner.

Note here how Said’s work captures the relationship between these channels of ethological governance and the civilizational language. This passage does not capture, however, the intensity, extensiveness, and sophistication of ethological channels and techniques of liberal governance as a science of character formation. The latter is White’s contribution.

In sum, White’s article makes a critical contribution to understanding Millian imperialism in two primary ways. First, Mill’s ethology is linked to Mill’s normative project of reordering the others of the world “towards liberal sensibilities” through a form of ethology with its “specific focus on the ethical dimensions of [liberal and progressive] character formation.” Second, it is linked to Mill’s civilizational language, ideology of progress, and pedagogical imperialism in general, all of which are shown to be intrinsic
to Mill’s normative project which as a form of governance theory has continued to operate into the contemporary world.¹²²

The six standpoints above when taken together sufficiently establish the dimensions listed (A) to (K) at the beginning of this chapter. Building off this critical literature I now turn to Mill’s primary texts in the second chapter to outline more completely Mill’s imperial democratization and good governance theorem.
Chapter 2

Mill’s Imperial Democratization Theorem

In this chapter I focus on Mill’s primary texts to show that Mill brings together ideas of imperialism, democracy, and principles of good governance to articulate a comprehensive imperial democratization and good governance theorem. It is remarkable to me how this piece of Mill’s liberal imperialism has not been emphasized in scholarship on Mill given that in Considerations he builds a democratization framework in a political and social scientific manner which is not only completely original among those thinkers privileged in the Western canon, but also remained unrivalled as a work of this type until the late 20th century construction of ‘democratization’ as a specialized discipline of political science.123 This field includes further specializations such as transitology, the study of a polity transitioning from one system of government to another. Transition from one form of governance to another is a theme Mill gave special attention to in his theorem.

This absence of attention is also noteworthy given the attention Alexis de Tocqueville, who wrote the classic Democracy in America and had an influence on Mill as one of his contemporaries, has received in the contemporary democratization field even though Tocqueville had nothing close to the type of democratization theorem one finds in Mill. Although democratization literature turns to Tocqueville for ideas on civic culture and civic virtue, Mill’s thought is also rich in similar notions. The place of Tocqueville and Mill in contemporary democratization literature is beyond the scope of this thesis so I limit myself below to explicating Mill’s theorem.
I proceed in outlining Mill’s theorem by analyzing and interpreting Mill’s three most relevant texts. The most pertinent primary works are *Considerations on Representative Government* (1861),124 “A Few Words on Non-Intervention” (1859)125, and the essay “Civilization” (1836).126 These are listed in the order by which each is discussed in this chapter with *Considerations* being first and most extensively discussed because it is the latest of these works, the longest of these works, and it constitutes the most explicit and extensive treatise by Mill on his extensive and tightly packaged imperial democratization and good governance theorem.

*Considerations on Representative Government: Treatise of a Theorem*

My approach to *Considerations* is not to list all the imperial dimensions that are employed within the theorem, as the bulk of these are identified in my first chapter, but to theorize how such various imperial dimensions identified by the critical literature are brought together by Mill in *Considerations* to formulate his imperial democratization and good governance theorem. Note that Mill thinks that his theorem should guide the British Empire in its rule of dependencies around the globe.127 This, combined with the fact that Mill sees his doctrine as acceptable and necessary to the two dominant British political camps of his day, forms the basis on which I frame Mill’s theorem as a transcendental doctrine. Mill himself wrote in the preface of *Considerations* that the principles employed in *Considerations* are those for which he had been “working up during the greater part” of his life and, that these principles articulate a doctrine which could and should be “adopted by either Liberal or Conservative without renouncing anything which he really feels to be valuable in his own creed.”128 A theory and practice of imperialism for the ends of Mill’s vision of civilizational progress are at the core of this doctrine.
There are three aspects to this transcendental quality of Mill’s theorem for guiding humanity to Mill’s particular ideal of civilizational progress which correspond to the three elements Mill brings together in forming the theorem: imperialism, democracy, and good governance. Regarding the first (imperialism), partisan Conservatives and partisan Liberals could both support an imperial practice of ruling non-civilized others as a means of improving humanity. Regarding the second (democracy), Conservatives and Liberals could both support moving others, albeit gradually through stages and transitions by satisfying the proper conditions, to a British model of representative government. What Mill means by representative government is what we call today a liberal-democratic system including a constitutional and institutional package that includes an electoral process, the rule of law, a separation of powers between the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of government, as well as a mass press orchestrated by intellectuals which together constitute a particular system of government. The third is good governance; Liberals and Conservatives could both support principles of good governance meaning that a nation should have the appropriate and effective form of governance in correspondence to its civilizational character. To elaborate, this would be the form of government that best improves the overall civilizational quality of the people over which government operates.

Each of the three elements and transcendental aspects will be illustrated as I work through Considerations. I do so to show how Mill brings these three elements and aspects together as an imperial democratization and good governance theorem which Mill sees as a practical guidebook on how to use European, especially British, power and influence to move humanity to civilizational progress.
democratization and good governance theorem may seem an awkward mix today because languages and practices of democracy and good governance are often erroneously presumed to be mutually exclusive from theories and practices of imperialism, but they are often intricately related. Regardless of the contentiousness of this point generally I aim merely to illuminate that these three elements fit together in Mill’s theorem.

There are three sections to my presentation of Considerations as Mill’s treatise on his theorem. First I provide a sketch of seven basic ideal-types of forms of government that Mill is concerned with. These are worth keeping in view in endeavoring to understand Mill’s theorem. Second, I outline the first four chapters of Considerations in turn which, when taken together, form the architecture of Mill’s theorem. Third I discuss the last three chapters of Considerations which further highlight issues in relation to Mill’s theorem and Considerations as a treatise of this theorem.

**Forms of Government: Seven Ideal-Types**

For Mill, there are seven basic ideal-type forms of government that he sees as operating in modern circumstances. These forms work as weapons against or as a set of tools for the civilizational progress of humanity. These forms from Mill’s perspective are the following types from worst to best with their functional quality as a civilizing tool noted with each:

1. Native anarchy. For Mill this is a form of government that is never appropriate and is the most evil and horrible state of “rude” and “savage” existence that any person or collective of peoples could live.

2. Native malevolent despotism. Also never appropriate according to Mill because it is barely better than the first.
(3) Native benevolent self-despotism. According to Mill this requires an indigenous leader of extraordinary genius and Mill asserts that this is too rare a circumstance to ever be considered an option as an appropriate form of government.

(4) Malevolent despotism by foreign superior peoples. For Mill this form of government is problematic. It is a useful form of government for teaching non-civilized nations obedience through enslavement, especially “savages” who according to Mill sometimes have no other means of improvement. The problem for Mill is that this form of government is not conducive to the character and progress of the superior peoples doing the governing and therefore is not a good form of government for the imperial civilizing project.

(5) Benevolent despotism by a foreign civilized and superior people. Mill sees this as a practical option and required in many contingent cases in his era, such as in “Hindustan,” because it improves both the “civilized” and the “non-civilized”. It teaches the latter obedience with only as much force as necessary and the former carry out progress consciously and nobly by imperially governing with the explicit purpose of “gradually” teaching inferiors through “guidance” how to “walk alone” as liberal moderns with a system of representative government.

(6) Local administrative self-government under an imperial sovereign authority. This a step up from benevolent despotism and means that the local population is, or has become “civilized” and therefore is ready, willing, and able to conduct itself responsibly enough to hold many local jurisdictional powers. For Mill this provides good training in governing oneself because it enables daily practices which form the character necessary to further acquire and maintain representative government while still being under the
guidance of a “superior” people capable of intricately interfering and intervening with their protectorate indigenous populations when required.

(7) Representative government. Ideally, this is the best from of government for humanity in modernity but it is only and necessarily appropriate for civilized nations.

The sketch above encapsulates the forms of government Mill has in view in Considerations when he builds his imperial democratization and good governance theorem. Considerations is a work divided into 18 chapters. The chapters I discuss here include the first four (chapters 1-4) and then the last three (chapters 16-18). These chapters are selected not only because they are the ones that fit with my concern regarding Mill’s theorem but also because these are the chapters that frame Considerations itself, as the middle chapters largely discuss questions of institutional design taking the principles and validity claims brought together in the other seven chapters for granted. Recall that the first four chapters constitute the architecture of Mill’s theorem. It is worthwhile to note the titles of each chapter as I discuss them in chronological order because they inform what is being laid down in each procedural piece of architectural logic from which Mill systematically builds his theorem.

**The Architecture of the Theorem**

The first chapter, “To What Extent Forms of Government are a Matter of Choice”, is key to understanding the imperial democratization and good governance theorem since it sets out three conditions that penetrate the rest of the theorem. I refer to these conditions as Mill’s will and ability clause because embedded within the core of these conditions, both individually and as set of related conditions is a pseudo factual norm. This is Mill’s validity claim that peoples must be at least willing but usually ready, able, and willing to
conducted themselves in the particular ways that are required and conducive to acquiring and maintaining a single, particular, and appropriate form of government. I will show in more depth below that for Mill the appropriate form of government is that which fits a particular people’s civilizational state ("savage", "barbarian", or "civilized") meaning it best protects and promotes civilizational progress for themselves and for humankind.\textsuperscript{136} In fact this is Mill’s meaning of good governance.\textsuperscript{137}

The significance of these conditions is recognized by Mill himself when he explicitly asserts that the "failure of any of these conditions renders a form of government, whatever favourable promise it may otherwise hold out, unsuitable to the particular case."\textsuperscript{138} Mill provides these conditions most succinctly when he writes:

...representative, like any other government, must be unsuitable in any case in which it cannot permanently subsist—\textit{i.e.} in which it does not fulfil the three fundamental conditions enumerated in the first chapter. These were—1. That the people should be willing to receive it. 2. That they should be willing and able to do what is necessary for its preservation. 3. That they should be willing and be able to fulfill the duties and discharge the functions which it imposes on them.\textsuperscript{139}

Beyond what has been explicated above thus far, there are three things that need to be illustrated regarding the will and ability clause. First, is that Mill’s civilizational language is at the core of these conditions. Second, is that these conditions and the civilizational language intrinsic to them form the basis by which Mill concludes that forms of government are a matter of choice for the civilized but are not a matter of choice for the non-civilized.\textsuperscript{140} Third is that the will and ability clause in excluding the non-civilized from choosing forms of government, opens up the non-civilized to the justification of foreign force to imperially provide the right forms of government. To
illustrate these three points and how they relate to each other it is valuable to see each condition laid out in Mill’s own words as a first move in chapter one of Considerations.

Mill’s original explication of condition (1), that the people must be willing to receive the form of government in question is thus:

The first obstacle, the repugnance of the people to the particular form of government, needs little illustration, because it never can in theory have been overlooked. The case is of perpetual occurrence. Nothing but foreign force would induce a tribe of North American Indians to submit to the restraints of a regular and civilized government….There are nations who will not voluntarily submit to any government but that of certain families, which have from time immemorial had the privilege of supplying them with chiefs. Some nations could not, except by foreign conquest, be made to endure a monarchy; others are equally averse to a republic. The hindrance often amounts, for the time being, to impracticability.141

For Mill, the various indigenous polities of North America in his day142 were a pertinent example of “savages” in which forms of government are not a matter of choice because they are, for now, too “repugnant” of a civilization to improve through imperial governance.143 For Mill, these polities had not yet learned the first lesson of civilization, obedience.144 Furthermore, these polities did not even want the proper forms of governance from the “civilized” that could “improve” them.145

Upon laying out the first condition Mill moves on to the next condition of the will and ability clause and theorizes cases in which condition one is satisfied, meaning the “non-civilized” in question must at least want, or in Mill’s words “will”, the proper form of government. Mill writes that even with condition one being satisfied people “must be ready, willing, and able to preserve” the form of government in question. Mill’s original explication of this second condition is thus:
But there are also cases in which, though not averse to a form of government—possibly even desiring it—a people may be unwilling or unable to fulfil its conditions. They may be incapable of fulfilling such of them as are necessary to keep the government even in nominal existence. Thus a people may prefer a free government, but if, from indolence, or carelessness, or cowardice, or want of public spirit, they are unequal to the exertions necessary for preserving it; if they will not fight for it when it is directly attacked; if they can be deluded by the artifices used to cheat them out of it; if by momentary discouragement, or temporary panic, or a fit of enthusiasm for an individual, they can be induced to lay their liberties at the feet even of a great man, or trust him with powers which enable him to subvert their institutions; in all these cases they are more or less unfit for liberty: and though it may be for their good to have had it even for a short time, they are unlikely long to enjoy it.146

Mill then moves on to the third condition of the will and ability clause, asserting that even in cases when conditions one and two are not met (the nation must will and desire the form of government and must preserve the form of government) the people must also satisfy the third condition. The third condition is that they must be ready, willing, and able to discharge the duties required of the form of government in question147. Regarding this third condition, Mill says the non-civilized are unfit because “they may be unwilling or unable to fulfil the duties which a particular form of government requires of them.”148

Following the placement of these conditions Mill then notes what he believes to follow from these conditions, particularly the third. Mill writes that for “a rude people” to be ruled by a foreign civilized nation in a way that is “really advantageous” to them it will be required that the “civilized” ruler will be “in a considerable degree despotic.” Mill elaborates that this advantageous despotism will impose “a great amount of forcible restraint upon their actions.” The relationship between the prescription of imperial despotism and the will and ability clause is emphasized by Mill when he writes that “a people must be considered unfit for more than a limited and qualified freedom, who will not co-operate actively with the law and the public authorities, in the repression of evil-
doers”. In addition to the prescription of despotic rule of the non-civilized by the civilized, Mill’s civilizational language is further invoked when Mill elaborates that those “who are more disposed to shelter a criminal than to apprehend him; who, like the Hindoos will perjure themselves to screen the man who has robbed them” require that the ruling “authorities should be armed with much sterner powers of repression than elsewhere.” ¹⁴⁹ This is because the “first indispensable requisites of civilized life have nothing else to rest on.”¹⁵⁰

The first chapter firmly establishes the will and ability clause which is the first architectural piece of Mill’s imperial democratization and good governance theorem. These conditions draw boundaries which divide the “civilized” from the “non-civilized”. There are those inside these boundaries, “civilized” peoples, who satisfy all conditions and can choose their forms of government. And there are those outside these boundaries, the “non-civilized”, who do not satisfy the conditions of the will and ability clause and therefore cannot choose their own forms of government. For Mill the civilized are most exemplified in modern times by the British nation¹⁵¹ and the non-civilized are most exemplified by the “Hindoos” of “Hindustan” and the “North American Indians.”¹⁵²

The second chapter titled “The Criterion of a Good Form of Government” is the second piece of architecture which, building off of the will and ability clause explicated above, is necessary for understanding what Mill means by “appropriate form of government” and what Mill means by “principles of good governance”, which along with imperialism and democracy form one crucial element of the theorem. In this chapter Mill has two main components to his conception of the criterion of a good form of government. The first is institutional and the second is socio-cultural. Before laying out
each component Mill outlines the basic metaphysical axis upon which his two pronged criterion of good government is built.153

Mill begins by arguing that it is most “philosophically correct” if one is to provide a “first commencement of scientific precision to the notion of good government” to say that the best form of government is that which is “most conducive to progress.”154 By progress Mill means civilizational improvement, both material and moral.155 In outlining progress as the metaphysical axis upon which the goodness of a form of government rests, Mill deconstructs the notion of the good polity into two social exigencies: progress and order.

The first component (the institutional) is born out of Mill’s understanding of the relationship between progress and order. In his discussion of the two exigencies Mill takes order to mean obedience and argues that progress necessarily includes order but order does not necessarily include progress and emphasizes the importance of the relationship between the two.156 The importance of this relationship for Mill is twofold. First, as implied above, is that you cannot have progress without the appropriate forms of order.157 Second, and related to the first, is that both too much order and too little order can be an obstacle to progress158 in three ways: by preventing progress and maintaining a stationary existence, by instigating regress, or by not instigating as much progress as could be the case with an alternative quantity or quality of order.159 Recall that Mill assumes a spatial-temporal model in which historical movement has only three possibilities along a linear axis: to regress, to stay stationary, or to progress.160 Hence the importance for Mill in having the right institutionalized system of order (security of property, juridical institutions, etc.) to promote progress.161 In essence, forms of
government are systems of order and therefore work for or against improving civilizational progress.

Mill qualifies his account of the criterion of a good form of government arguing that though “metaphysically defensible” progress in itself is too inapt a notion upon which such a criterion could rest.\textsuperscript{162} Mill then argues that it is the types of human character rather than merely the types of external institutionalized order that constitute the requisites of good government. This is thus the second component, the socio-cultural component, to Mill’s criterion of a good government.\textsuperscript{163} This socio-cultural component of Mill’s criterion of a good form of government is simply stated by Mill when he writes:

\begin{quote}
If we ask ourselves on what causes and conditions good government in all its senses, from the humblest to the most exalted, depends, we find that the principal of them, the one which transcends all others, is the qualities of the human beings composing the society over which government is exercised.\textsuperscript{164}
\end{quote}

These two different components (institutional and socio-cultural) of Mill’s criterion of a good form of government that is built on his metaphysical axis of progress are brought together by Mill when he writes:

\begin{quote}
We may consider, then, as one criterion of the goodness of a government, the degree in which it tends to increase the sum of good qualities in the governed, collectively and individually; since besides that their well-being is the sole object of government, their good qualities supply the moving force [that] works the machinery. This leaves, as the other constituent element of the merit of a government, the quality of the machinery itself; that is, the degree in which it is adapted to take advantage of the amount of good qualities which may at any time exist, and make them instrumental to the right purposes.\textsuperscript{165}
\end{quote}

Once Mill has outlined what he means by good governance and appropriate forms of government, or appropriate systems of order, he provides the major nexus point of contact between the first chapter (the assertion of the will and ability clause), this second
chapter (asserting the meaning of good governance and appropriate forms of
government), and the next two chapters that I discuss below (chapter three which asserts
that representative government is the ideal form of government and chapter four which
reemphasizes how the previous chapters fit together). This nexus point of contact is
Mill’s imperial democratization approach succinctly explicated in the second chapter
when Mill writes in a crucial passage:

A despotism, which may tame the savage, will, in so far as it is a despotism, only
confirm the slaves in their incapacities. Yet a government under their own control
would be entirely unmanageable by them. Their improvement cannot come from
themselves, but must be superinduced from without. The step which they have to
take, and their only path to improvement, is to be raised from a government of
will to one of law. They have to be taught self-government, and this, in its initial
stage, means the capacity to act on general instructions. What they require is not
a government of force, but one of guidance. Being, however, in too low a state to
yield to the guidance of any but those to whom they look up as the possessors of
force, the sort of government fittest for them is one which possesses force, but
seldom uses it: a parental despotism or aristocracy, resembling the St. Simonian
form of socialism; maintaining a general superintendence over all operations of
society, so as to keep before each the sense of a present force sufficient to compel
his obedience to the rule laid down, but which, owing to the impossibility of
descending to regulate all the minutiae of industry and life, necessarily leaves and
induces individuals to do much of themselves. This, which may be termed the
government of leading strings, seems to be the one required to carry such a
people the most rapidly through the next necessary step in social
progress…leading-strings are only admissible as a means of gradually training
the people to walk alone.166

It is worth noting that Mill here refers to benevolent despotism (guiding the savage
towards progress) as a particular form of government in contrast to malevolent despotism
(forming a slave capacity for the purpose of perpetual exploitation). The distinction
between the two forms of despotism has two lines of differentiation. The first line is a
matter of when force is used (in the case of benevolent despotism only when necessary)
and the second is a matter of why force is used (in the case of benevolent despotism only
to guide the non-civilized and therefore humanity to progress).
Of course both lines of differentiation are dependent on the superior peoples’ ability to judge well and, more fundamentally, they depend on the modular conceptions of civilization and progress that Mill employs or in other words, the modular conceptions of civilization and progress employed by the superior peoples. Because Mill’s imperial democratization approach relies so much on superior peoples’ judgment, Considerations is Mill’s attempt to provide a theorem to guide this judgment and carry out practical action. The purpose of his theorem is perhaps best encapsulated at the end of the second chapter when Mill writes in another crucial passage thus:

It is, then impossible to understand the question of the adaptation of forms of government to states of society, without taking into account not only the next step, but all the steps which society has yet to make; both those which can be foreseen, and the far wider indefinite range which is at present out of sight. It follows, that to judge of the merits of forms of government, an ideal must be constructed of the form of government most eligible in itself, that is, which, if the necessary conditions existed for giving effect to its beneficial tendencies, would, more than all others, favour and promote not some one improvement, but all forms and degrees of it. This having been done, we must consider what are the mental conditions of all sorts, necessary to enable this government to realize its tendencies, and what therefore, are the various defects by which a people is made incapable of reaping its benefits. It would then be possible to construct a theorem of circumstances in which that form of government may wisely be introduced, and also to judge in cases in which it had better not be introduced, what inferior forms of polity will best carry those communities through the intermediate stages which they must traverse before they can become fit for the best form of government.167

As shown by the passages above this important second chapter in itself, informed by the will and ability clause and the civilizational language that is intrinsic to it, outlines that Mill is systematically putting together a practical framework for imperially democratizing the non-civilized through the power of the civilized and their knowledge of principles of good governance. This framework is meant to aid the civilized in such a project.168 And it is intended to be a social scientific framework that plugs into its
calculations a consideration of vast and complex circumstantial inputs including preconditions, conditions, steps, intermediate stages, transitions, local circumstances, and appropriate forms of government for local circumstances including assessment of civilizational culture and material development. These are the types of considerations that go into contemporary democratization frameworks produced in the late 20th century. Mill’s conclusion of this chapter posits that this “ideally best form of government” alluded to at the end of the passage above will be “found in some one or other variety of the Representative System.”

The third chapter titled that the “Ideally Best Form of Government is Representative Government” further discusses the concept of good despotism in relation to varieties of human character and civilizational conditions. There are four points in this third piece of Mill’s architecture to be noted before moving on to the fourth chapter.

First, Mill emphasizes the difference between good despotism as a step and good despotism as an ideal. Mill sees the former as a temporary measure and step consistent with the criterion of good governance in contrast to the claim that if a good despot could be ensured then despotic monarchy would be the best form of government. Mill endorses the good despotism as a realistic step and rejects the idealization of good despotism mainly because Mill thinks representative government and not good despotism is the only form of government compatible with civilizational character; representative government was also what England had at the time.

Second, and related to the first, is that for Mill an application of good despotism would send an advanced nation like England into regressive decline. This concern with historical regress is present when Mill argues that to say that good despotism is the best
form of government for the civilized is to say “if the whole testimony of human history is worth anything” that “the era of national decline has arrived.”¹⁷¹ Mill continues:

[Arrived]…that is, if the nation had ever attained anything to decline from. If it has never risen above the condition of an Oriental people…it continues to stagnate. But if like Greece or Rome, it had realized anything higher, through the energy, patriotism, and enlargement of mind, which as national qualities are the fruits soley of freedom, it relapses in a few generations into the Oriental state. And that state does not mean stupid tranquility, with security against change for the worse; it often means being overrun, conquered, and reduced to domestic slavery, either by a stronger despot, or by the nearest barbarous people who retain along with their savage rudeness the energies of freedom.¹⁷²

Third, Mill provides one major criterion of the ideal best form government and two principles upon which the superiority of popular government rests; Mill narrows popular government down to representative government in this chapter. Mill states that the ideally best form of government “is not one which is practicable or eligible in all states of civilization,” but rather the one which is practical and eligible in the best state of civilization that exists in the circumstances of the present. Mill viewed the English as the best civilization of his day and representative government as the best form of government for the civilized.¹⁷³ The two principles upon which the superiority of popular government rests are, firstly, that “the rights and interests of every or any person are only secure from being disregarded, when the person interested is himself able, and habitually disposed, to stand-up for them”,—this is an expression of the will and ability clause presuming a civilized context. The second principle is that under popular government, prosperity more efficiently attains a greater height and is more widely diffused (recall that material development is important to civilizational progress).¹⁷⁴

It is worth noting two values Mill sees in the present application of these two principles. People can only walk alone and be secure from the evil of others if they are
“self-protecting” (a moral, material, and military value) and “self-dependent” (a moral, material, and economic value).\textsuperscript{175} For Mill, this all culminates into the meaning of walking alone which is that people walk alone when they are “relying in what they themselves can do, either separately or in concert, rather than what others do for them.”\textsuperscript{176}

It is important to emphasize that walking alone must be an action that is within the boundaries drawn by the will and ability clause. For Mill, it is not possible nor acceptable to walk alone in a way that deviates outside of the three conditions of the will and ability clause nor away from Mill’s modular notions of civilization and progress.\textsuperscript{177} For example the civilized cannot walk alone by choosing a government that is not representative government; this would be a regressive act antithetical to the rational and able conduct that is necessarily intrinsic to civilizational character.\textsuperscript{178} And the “non-civilized” cannot learn to walk alone by governing themselves or by being governed in a way that is different than that one particular form of government that the inferior peoples need according to Mill’s theorem. A worthwhile problem of Mill’s thought for further consideration is how it is that the civilized can supposedly choose forms of government yet must choose representative government by virtue of being civilized? It seems that in relation to many of the meanings of the term “choice” that forms of government are not actually a matter of choice for the civilized in the context of Mill’s logic.

On the fourth point, Mill divides the comparison of good despotism versus representative government to “a still more fundamental one” which is thus:

which of the two common types of character, for the general good of humanity, it is most desirable to predominate—the active, or the passive type; that which struggles against evils, or that which endures them; that which bends to circumstances, or that which endeavors to make circumstances bend to itself.\textsuperscript{179}
This division of humanity into two character types maps on to Mill’s binary form of
civilizational language in that the civilized have an active character and the non-civilized
have a passive character. Furthermore each character type, and their corresponding
civilization, promote or work against three varieties of mental excellence: intellectual,
practical, and moral. This mix of relationships between character types, civilizational
states, and varieties of mental excellence being put together by Mill in this third chapter
is perhaps best exemplified in the passage below:

In proportion as success in life is seen or believed to be the fruit of fatality or
accident and not of exertion, in that same ratio does envy develope itself as a
point of national character. The most envious of all mankind are the Orientals. In
Oriental moralists, in Oriental tales, the envious man is markedly prominent. In
real life, he is the terror of all who possess anything desirable, be it a palace, a
handsome child, or even good health and spirits: the supposed effect of his mere
look constitutes the all-pervading superstition of the evil eye. Next to Orientals in
envy, as in activity are some of the Southern Europeans. The Spaniards pursued
all their great men with it, embittered their lives, and generally succeeded in
putting an early stop to their successes. With the French, who are essentially a
southern people, the double education of despotism and Catholicism has, in spite
of their impulsive temperament, made submission and endurance the common
character of the people, and their most received notion of wisdom and excellence:
and if envy of one another, and of all superiority, is not more rife among them
than it is, the circumstance must be ascribed to the many valuable counteracting
elements in the French character, and most of all to the great individual energy
which, though less persistent and more intermittent than in the self-helping and
struggling Anglo-Saxons, has nevertheless manifested itself among the French in
nearly every direction in which the operation of their institutions has been
favourable to it.

Mill’s typology of humanity is outlined here along a continuum from passive to active
which largely parallels his continuum of civilized and non-civilized. The one exception is
that Mill sometimes frames “savages” as being below the passive non-civilized nations
due to too much rude activeness; as not having the mature discipline needed for the
material development that is necessary to moral development and civilizational progress.
The first lesson of civilization is, after all, obedience which is a lesson of discipline and a lesson that Mill asserts has not been learned by “North American Indians.” Mill’s view of Anglo character being the most civilized of modern times is also clearly asserted above, but is also further outlined when he writes that the striving “go-ahead character of England and the United States” in itself is the “foundation of the best hopes for the general improvement of mankind.” Mill emphasizes this special historical character of these two countries when he compares it to the character of France, a country and nation that Mill considers among the best three civilizations in the modern world. In this comparison Mill writes:

It has been acutely remarked, that whenever anything goes amiss, the habitual impulse of French people is to say, “Il faut de la patience;” and of English people, “What a shame.” The people who think it a shame when anything goes wrong—who rush to the conclusion that the evil could and ought to have been prevented, are those who, in the long run, do most to make the world better.

For Mill the majority of humanity carries an inactive form of character; this is a point explicitly made in this third chapter and this illuminates why his imperial democratization and good governance theorem is seen as an aid to civilizational progress. Mill concludes this third chapter by stating that “there can be no doubt that the passive character is favoured by the government of one or a few, and the active self-helping type by that of the Many.” Popular and democratic representative government becomes the ideally best form of government rather than the ancient Athenian model of government mainly because this is the best that the circumstances of industrial modernity allow and it is the form of government practiced by the world’s most advanced nation, England. Hence, this third piece of architecture of Mill’s theorem is the one that most strongly infuses and ties the element of democracy with imperialism and good governance.
The last of the first four chapters titled “Under What Social Conditions Representative Government is Inapplicable” which in combination with the previous three chapters constitute what I consider to be the architecture of Mill’s theorem, does not, in itself, add any new central component to this architecture.\(^{188}\) Rather this chapter summarizes what Mill believes he has established in the first three chapters. Not surprisingly then the first two points Mill reiterates in this chapter are, first, that representative government is the “ideal type of the most perfect polity” and second that representative government, “like any form of government”, is only suitable for those who satisfy the will and ability clause which in the case of representative government are only and necessarily the civilized. Mill restates the three conditions of the will and ability clause here.\(^{189}\)

Mill does outline conditions when representative government cannot permanently exist. With this outline, however, when Mill goes through cases where representative government might possibly exist but in which some other form of government would be preferable (such as good despotism) Mill does not add detail. Rather Mill refers to the cases that have already been discussed in the previous chapters referring therefore to cases such as “North American Indians” who Mill frames as “savages” and “Hindoos” who Mill frames as “barbarians.”

Another point that Mill reiterates in this fourth chapter is that those with a passive character (the non-civilized) are unfit for representative government.\(^{190}\) And Mill argues that even if the best individuals of a passive society could rule despotically they would likely reflect the “defects of national character”, the “mere ignorance”, and “the deficiency of mental cultivation” found in the people themselves. In ending the fourth chapter Mill also restates how imperialism, democracy, and good governance fit together
into an imperial democratization approach, or in Mill’s words his “government of leading strings”, that tie together the four chapters as the architecture of his theorem. He writes here:

From the general weakness of the people or of the state of civilization, the One and his counsellors, or the Few, are not likely to be habitually exempt; except in the case of their being foreigners, belonging to a superior people or more advanced state of society. Then, indeed, the rulers may be, to almost any extent, superior in civilization to those over whom they rule; and subjection to a foreign government of this description, notwithstanding its inevitable evils, is often of the greatest advantage to a people, carrying them rapidly through several stages of progress, and clearing away obstacles to improvement which might have lasted indefinitely if the subject population had been left unassisted to its native tendencies and chances. In a country not under the dominion of foreigners, the only cause adequate to producing similar benefits is the rare accident of a monarch genius.191

Mill’s theorem, encapsulated well by the passage above is systematically built in the first four chapters of Considerations. Before departing from Considerations I discuss the last three chapters of Considerations because together they further illuminate the points above and enrich our understanding of Mill’s theorem.

**Nationality, Federalism, and British Imperial Order**

In chapter 16 titled “Of Nationality” Mill provides an account of what he means by “nation” and the “sentiment of nationality.”192 For Mill, “a portion of mankind may be said to constitute” a nationality “if they are united among themselves by common sympathies” which make them “co-operate with each other more willingly than with other people” and that they desire a government “by themselves or a portion of themselves”, exclusively.193 This is worth noting since Mill often refers to civilizations, societies, peoples, barbarians, and savages as nations but also thinks of nationality as a quality some peoples have (the civilized) and some peoples do not have (the “non-civilized”), or as a continuum of gradations running in linear progression from the lower
rung of non-civilized to the higher rung of civilized. Moreover, Mill makes a number of substantive claims that operate within his theorem. One is that free institutions are impossible in a country made up of different nationalities. Another is that experience proves that it is possible for one nationality to be absorbed into another.

Since it is impossible for a country to have multiple nations Mill thinks it is often the case that the stronger of the nations, the better civilization with the more active character, should absorb weaker nations so that the latter can acquire the beneficial qualities of the former, or as Mill puts it, the “excellences of all its progenitors.” Mill also provides an instructional scheme in this chapter describing when nationality absorption should take place and he goes through cases where “the greatest obstacles exist to blending nationalities.” Mill’s diagnosis of such obstacles to “nationality blending” leads him to discuss federalism as a solution. Mill thinks federations “might usefully tie multiple nations together” but he sees it as problematic and ends this chapter on nationality on this broad point. Federalism, then, is the subject of Mill’s next chapter.

I need not go into extensive depth regarding Mill’s work on federalism in chapter 17 titled “Of Federal Representative Government.” I merely want to note the way that Mill’s discussion of federalism takes place in the context of his imperial democratization and good governance theorem. First it is only the non-civilized nations that need federations because, after all, the civilized can walk alone. For Mill federations are formed to enable nations who cannot be blended but who have enough common sympathies to co-operate in self-defense. The larger benefit of federalism for Mill is that it results in a “diminishing of petty states” and therefore the multiplication of successful federations is “always beneficial to the world.” This latter point, interestingly, gestures
towards a historical dialectic leading towards a more integrated and orderly world system. Mill, taking the U.S. mode of federation as the best of two models, marvels at the U.S. achievement of a Supreme Court which he sees as the basis for a model of an “International Tribunal” which Mill describes as one of the most important “prominent wants of civilized society.”202 The last chapter illuminates more clearly the way in which Mill conceptualizes an international tribunal as an institution of European, especially British, imperial governance.

In the final chapter of Considerations, chapter 18 titled “Of the Government of Dependencies by a Free State,” Mill writes that free states “may possess dependencies” and so “it is an important question how such dependencies ought to be governed.”203 Mill divides dependencies into two classes. The first are “civilized” and are ripe for representative government, Mill provides examples of settler colonies such as Australia and the British North American colonies which he sees as similar in “race” to the English; by “race” I take Mill to be employing a cultural concept in an extensively ethnocentric way.204 And the second are “non-civilized” and are not ripe for representative government; Mill sees these as being composed of people more dissimilar in “race” than the English and points to “Hindustan” as his example. Discussing the former first, Mill describes English practice as realizing the “true principle in government” and distinguishes between the vicious colonialism of the past, “once common to all Europe… but not yet completely relinquished by any other people”,205 from the “good” imperialism of England of his day where interference into internal affairs is kept minimal and carried out only when necessary.
I will not recount Mill’s case for this practice of true government and good imperial policy, but I will emphasize that this policy of “good” imperialism applied to Great Britain’s colonies of “European Race” meant that the settler communities of these colonies were allowed the “fullest measure of self-government” with representative institutions.²⁰⁶ For Mill the internal is important as he sees it as an imperative of good imperial policy that the Crown and the British Parliament have a veto to exercise on rare occasions when an internal issue concerns the empire, and not solely the particular colony.²⁰⁷ Mill sees the “liberal construction” of this distinction between imperial versus colonial questions as established in English practice while simultaneously revealing that even the civilized colonies are not to be beyond the yoke of imperial governance from England. Mill writes in support of his claims and of this distinction:

the whole of the unappropriated lands in the regions behind our American and Australian colonies, have been given up to the uncontrolled disposal of the colonial communities; though they might, without injustice, have been kept in the hands of the Imperial Government, to be administered for the greatest advantage of future emigrants from all parts of the empire. Every colony has thus as full power over its own affairs, as it could have if it were a member of even the loosest federation; and much fuller than would belong to it under the Constitution of the United States, being free even to tax at its pleasure the commodities imported from the mother country. Their union with Great Britain is the slightest kind of federation, the mother country. Their union with Great Britain is the slightest kind of federal union; but not a strictly equal federation, the mother country retaining itself the powers of a Federal Government, though reduced in practice to their very narrowest limits. This inequality is, of course, as far as it goes, a disadvantage to the dependencies, which have no voice in foreign policy, but are bound by the decisions of the superior country. They are compelled to join England in war, without being any way consulted previous to engaging in it.²⁰⁸

Following this, Mill rejects the vision of a world federation where there are no longer dependencies stating that such a vision is inconsistent with rational principles of
government. Mill argues that it is British imperial governance which is consistent with rational principles of governance, as described in relation to the civilized dependencies by Mill above, because it best maintains the present bond among civilized peoples and best provides a “step towards universal peace and friendly cooperation among nations.” Mother countries exclusively decide questions of war and peace. Of course, since many matters can be subsumed as a question of war and peace this limitation on the internal affairs of a settler colony may not be, despite Mill’s explicit claims to the contrary, very limiting.

Mill ends this chapter, and Considerations, by considering the governance of “non-civilized” dependencies which are not fit for representative government. Using India as the primary example, Mill thinks colonialism is for much of humanity a universal condition and that it is the duty of the civilized with such dependencies to not govern these dependencies directly via their own government who may be merely engaged in malevolent despotism but to provide these countries with good rulers. It is worth noting that Mill famously advocated as a public intellectual and as an MP that his employer, the East India Company, was a good ruler of India and that the English Parliament would make a poor ruler of India. This is an experience and an issue that likely informs this particular distinction between rule by foreign peoples and rule by foreign governors. Regardless, Mill’s theorem is meant to provide a framework for superior peoples, such as the English, to use in providing a proper ruler for inferior peoples for the ends of civilizational progress.

I now turn to two earlier texts relevant to this doctrine to, among other things, further illustrate the role of English exceptionalism and civilizational progress in Mill’s theorem.
These shorter and earlier Mill texts are “A Few Words on Non-Intervention” published in 1859 and “Civilization” published in 1836.

“A Few Words on Non-Intervention”: The Theorem in Context

Mill, within two years prior to the publication of Considerations, stated in his 1859 article “A Few Words on Non-intervention” that:

There are few questions which more require to be taken in hand by ethical and political philosophers, with a view to establish some rule or criterion whereby the justifiableness of intervening in the affairs of other countries, and (what is sometimes as questionable) the justifiableness of refraining from intervention, may be brought to a definite and rational test.”

Mill’s theorem at the core of Considerations lays out such rational tests in regards to intervention by superior civilized nations into the affairs of inferior non-civilized nations by combining Mill’s will and ability clause with his criterion of good governance and his imperial democratization program. The meta-normative end of both Considerations and “A Few Words on Non-Intervention” is “civilizational progress” and both texts advocate intervention as a means of supporting this end.

Mill’s article, “A Few Words on Non-Intervention” (1859), was written in response to a diplomatic row between Britain and France over a plan to construct the Suez Canal. This incident broke-out because France, during a conference at Constantinople in 1859 was seeking to acquire rights to move forward on ambitious plans to have a French firm build the Suez Canal in Egypt. The British Prime Minister at the time diplomatically opposed the notion of a French firm obtaining the rights of such a project which, if successful, had large implications and significant value for rival European empires in terms of economic trade and military strategy; hence concerns and diplomatic politics over the project.
I will not go into the details of this event but I want to note the obvious fact that the context of this issue possessed global, imperial, and colonial dimensions that involve, in Mill’s phraseology, superior civilized nations (England and France) as well as inferior dependencies (Egypt). At this time Egypt was a protectorate of the Ottoman empire soon to be briefly occupied by France before becoming a British protectorate. Against this backdrop, or in other words in the practical context of this diplomatic row, I argue that we get a partial glimpse of Mill’s theorem in action.

To further contextualize the article it is worth outlining three purposes Mill had in writing it. One purpose of the article was to espouse his own viewpoint of what the English government’s position and diplomatic language should be regarding the likely commencement of the French project in Egypt. Mill opposed the English Prime Minister’s handling of the issue but also defended the true greatness of the English character against Continental criticism, and at the same time defended the validity of French concerns over English character given the misleading language and action of the English Prime Minister. Mill viewed a successful Suez Canal project as an act which would promote and protect civilizational progress and English opposition to such a project as an act which posed an unnecessary obstacle to civilizational progress.

Another purpose for Mill was to make two distinctions. One distinction was between the character of English people versus the character of the English politicians whom Mill disagreed with in this article. And second is the distinction between the established practices of England versus the poor judgment of one English individual who happened to be the Prime Minister in one moment in history acting on one issue of foreign policy.
Mill’s third purpose with the article was to take the opportunity against the backdrop of this event, to publicize his position on two large ethical topics of foreign policy. One was to reconsider the doctrine and practice of non-intervention; specifically on the proper duties, limits, and liberties in terms of the politics on the use of force against other nations.222 Mill’s concern over this question was for England specifically, civilized nations generally, and to categorically assert that non-civilized nations are not protected by the norms of such a doctrine. The second ethical topic was on whether superior civilized nations could and should rule inferior non-civilized nations.223 The latter took the form of a defense of British rule of India and French rule of Algeria and also played a prominent role in his discussion of cases when civilized nations could use force for reasons not related to security and the common law of self-defense.224 Mill’s article, in addressing these three purposes against the backdrop of the diplomatic politics over the Suez Canal project provides three aspects worth discussing in light of the imperial democratization and good governance theorem that he gives in Considerations.

The first aspect is Mill’s English exceptionalism. By this I mean his general view that England is the most “civilized” and “advanced” nation in the modern world of his day, which he believes the hopes of humanity depend upon.225 In sum, Mill presents England as a special nation with a special character in a special moment in history.226 The second major aspect is Mill’s civilizational language. In this article Mill not only divides humanity into the civilized and non-civilized theorizing how the conduct of each should be in their relations, but Mill also employs his conception of civilization and his ideal of civilizational progress in a practical context, the French pursuit of the Suez Canal project. Finally, Mill’s combination of imperialism and democratization is advocated in his
discussion of cases beyond the common right of self-defense when civilized nations can use force through intervention. I will outline each of these two aspects before discussing Mill’s much earlier essay “Civilization” (1836).

Mill’s English exceptionalism is the first substantive point of “A Few Words on Non-Intervention.” Mill writes that of all the nations in the world it is only England whose “declared principle” of foreign policy is “to let other nations alone” even though England is “equal to the greatest in extent of dominion” and “far exceeding any other” in wealth and “in power that wealth bestows.” Mill elaborates the point writing that any attempt England “makes to exert influence” over others “even by persuasion” is “rather in the service of others than of itself.” Mill writes that the English nation with its non-meddlng foreign policy is such a “novelty in the world” that its continental critics are unable to recognize its selfless principles which are for “the benefit of all mankind.”

Mill illustrates this in his argument that England when it defeats a “barbarian” nation in war allows it to “command liberty in trade;” for Mill what England “demands for itself it demands for the benefit of all mankind.”

Another explicit assertion of Mill’s English exceptionalism in the article is in his claim that the English people:

are now in one of those critical moments, which do not occur once in a generation, when the whole turn of European events, and the course of European history for a long time to come, may depend on the conduct and on the estimation of England.

One can interpret this passage in the context of this article in three ways. First, it can be interpreted as a broad statement meant to support Mill’s general view of England’s historic position in late modernity as the most civilized and advanced nation. Second, it
can be interpreted as a statement meant to support the distinction Mill makes between the character of English people versus the blunders of the then English politicians (namely the Prime Minister). Or, most narrowly, it can be interpreted as a statement to support his view of what the English government ought to do regarding the French claim to the Suez Canal project. My own view is that for Mill it fits and supports all three of these general and related validity claims which I take Mill to hold. Possible debate over these various interpretations need not be resolved here because any of these possible interpretations or any combination thereof involves Mill’s English exceptionalism in which England is a special nation with a special character in a special moment in history.

For Mill, England is “incomparably the most conscientious of all nations.” Mill elaborates this point writing that among nations which “are sufficiently powerful to be capable of being dangerous to its neighbours” England is perhaps “the only one whom mere scruples of conscience would suffice to deter” the English from using this capability.233

Regarding the second major aspect, Mill’s civilizational language, Mill applies his concept of “civilization” to his analysis of the Suez Canal project. Recall that Mill’s concept of civilization includes material development as well as moral development. Also recall that Mill is interested in the relationship between these two forms of civilization because material development is necessary for moral development, but too much or too little material development can be an obstacle to moral development and therefore to civilizational progress. In light of this concept of civilization and of Mill’s emphasis on the relationship between moral and material development, we see Mill endorse the idea of
the French attempt to carry forward the Suez Canal project based on this notion of
civilization with an eye to civilizational progress when he writes:

this scheme, if realized, will save, on one of the great highways of the world’s
traffic, the circumnavigation of a continent. An easy access of commerce is the
main source of that material civilization, which, in the more backward regions of
the earth, is the necessary condition and indispensable machinery of the moral;
and this scheme reduces practically by one half, the distance, commercially
speaking, between the self-improving. The Atlantic Telegraph is esteemed an
enterprise of world-wide importance because it abridges the transit of mercantile
intelligence merely. What the Suez Canal would shorten is the transport of the
goods themselves, and this to such an extent as probably to augment it
manifold.234

Mill’s division of humanity into the civilized and non-civilized is also entailed in the
passage above but is elaborated even more extensively in the aspect of his article that
deals with the use of military force and imperial democratization.

The last part of Mill’s article identifies the need for rational criteria to determine when
nations can use force to intervene in the affairs of other nations. Mill’s first move in this
is to distinguish the doctrine of non-intervention as it applies to the conduct between
civilized nations versus the way it applies to the conduct between civilized nations and
non-civilized nations. Here Mill also refers to the “non-civilized” as “barbarian
neighbours” and nations with “a lesser degree of civilization.”235 Mill couples this
division with a strong statement of his imperial democratization ideas for having superior
nations rule and therefore improve inferior nations. Mill writes thus:

To suppose that the same international customs, and the same rules of
international morality, can obtain between one civilized nation and another, and
between civilized nations and barbarians, is a grave error….In the first place, the
rules of ordinary international morality imply reciprocity. But barbarians will not
reciprocate. They cannot be depended on for observing rules. Their minds are
not capable of so great an effort….In the next place, nations which are still
barbarous have not got beyond the period during which it is likely to be their
benefit that they should be conquered and held into subjection by foreigners.
Independence and nationality, so essential to the due growth and development of a people further advanced in improvement, are generally impediments to theirs. The sacred duties which civilized nations owe to the independence and nationality of each other, are not binding towards those to whom nationality and independence are either a certain evil, or at best a questionable good. 236

Mill backs up this civilizational division and imperial democratization prescription in no uncertain terms adding that:

To characterize any conduct whatever towards a barbarous people as a violation of the law of nations, only shows that he who speaks has never considered the subject. A violation of great principles of morality it may easily be; but barbarians have no rights as a nation, except a right to such treatment as may, at the earliest possible period, fit them for becoming one. 237

Immediately following these illuminating passages Mill goes into a defense of British rule of India and French rule of Algeria, most extensively regarding the former on the basis that it improves barbarous neighbors through the use of force by ending the barbarous communities native despotism and by providing them with good governance through the good despotism of foreign rule. 238 Mill does also discuss the “unhappy” British history of poor foreign rule but sees the rule of the British East India Company in his day as outside of this history. 239 Mill ends the article by discussing cases where nations are justified in intervening with military force beyond those situations covered under the auspices of security and the common law of self-defense. 240 Mill’s discussion of these cases is noteworthy for two reasons.

One reason is that we see an early use of Mill’s will and ability clause which is the core of his first chapter of Considerations and a primary component of the architecture of his theorem. I also outline Mill’s three test cases when intervention is permissible beyond self-defense to illustrate the application of Mill’s will and ability clause, which in a series of three conditions holds that peoples must be ready, willing and able to protect and
operate the form of government in question. And, finally, I outline these cases to illustrate Mill’s endorsement of imperial rule for the improvement of other nations for the ends of civilizational progress. I turn to these cases now.

(1) Mill thinks intervention to assist other governments against their own population is often not justifiable because a “government which needs foreign support to enforce obedience from its own citizens, is one which ought not to exist.”

(2) In the case of protracted civil war with no near end to be rationally deduced, or the probable end is that of the victorious side enforcing repugnant governance which is “injurious to the permanent welfare of the country,” Mill thinks neighbouring countries or “one powerful country with the acquiescence of the rest” are entitled to intervene to end the conflict and enforce terms of reconciliation.

(3) The third case is on “whether a country is justified in helping the people of another in a struggle against their own government for free institutions”. Mill thinks the answer depends on whether the government natives are resisting is of a “purely native government” or of foreigners. Regarding the former Mill says intervention is not justified since the “only test possessing any real value” of a people “becoming fit for popular institutions.” is that a sufficient portion of them “are willing to brave labour and danger” for “their liberation.” Regarding the case of native resistance to foreign government or a native tyranny upheld by foreign arms, Mill thinks intervention is justified because the native resisters by resisting this despotic rule are displaying a will for freedom, therefore satisfying the first condition of the will and ability clause. Because the people possess this will they should not have been interfered with by the more powerful nation. In other words when a more powerful intervener violates the
doctrine of non-intervention by acting against another nation in a way that hinders their civilizational progress, the original intervener has created a circumstance in which intervention by other nations is justified to correct this injustice. Mill says here that

intervention to enforce non-intervention is always rightful, always moral, if not always prudent. Though it be a mistake to give freedom to a people who do not value the boon, it cannot be right to insist that if they do value it, they shall be hindered from the pursuit of it by foreign occupation.

I have used “A Few Words on Non-Intervention” to further illustrate, against the practical backdrop of the 1859 international politics over the Suez Canal project, Mill’s English exceptionalism, Mill’s use of his notion of civilization, and Mill’s imperial democratization ideas for the ends of civilizational progress. I now turn to Mill’s early essay “Civilization” (1836) which is Mill’s extensive essay on the notion of civilization to further examine Mill’s meaning of this important term.

“Civilization”: “A Word with Double Meaning”

Mill’s essay “Civilization,” which precedes Considerations by 25 years, entails his most explicit focus on the meaning of civilization. In addition to adding to my explication of Mill’s imperial democratization theorem it is important for any scholar on Mill and imperialism to give careful attention to this text because the different patterns of interpretations and normative postures that distinguish the critical literature from the sympathetic, pivot around contestation over Mill’s meaning of civilization particularly based on readings of this text. My examination of this text here is an important part of my account of how the sympathetic literature misuses this text to problematize the portrayal of Mill in critical literature. The sympathetic literature is the subject of my final chapter.
Mill begins the text by stating that civilization is a word with “double meaning.” For Mill “it sometimes stands for human improvement in general” and sometimes for “human improvement in particular.” Note here how Mill is not saying that civilization is a word with two separate meanings but rather like many “other terms in philosophy of human nature” civilization has a general meaning and a particular meaning. As I show in my explication of Mill below, I take Mill to mean that the term has two related elements, a general normative sense and a particular descriptive sense. As I discuss in the following chapter this is not how the sympathetic literature understands this essay which is why, I argue, their critiques of critical literature and their understanding of Mill’s imperialism are erroneous and a distorted portrayal of these works in question.

Regarding the general meaning Mill, says “we are more accustomed to call a country civilized if we think it more improved,” that is “more eminent in the best characteristics of Man and Society,” and further advanced “in the road to perfection; happier, nobler, wiser.” I refer to this broader meaning as moral development. Regarding human improvement in the particular, Mill says that the term civilization “stands for that kind of improvement only, which distinguishes a wealthy and powerful nation from savages or barbarians.” I refer to this narrow meaning as material development.

Mill then states that this essay aims to examine the narrow meaning of the term, material development, for two reasons. One reason is that Mill sees his present era of human history as “the era of civilization in this narrow sense” and so an inquiry into material development is “calculated to throw light upon the many characteristic features of our time.” A second reason is that Mill sees an important question in that “we entertain no doubt” that narrow civilization “is a good” yet we “may speak of the vices or
Mill is interested in examining the tension between these two features of the narrow meaning of civilization as they relate to the broader normative sense of civilizational improvement.

There are three aspects of this text which I will outline below. First is that Mill is examining material development to figure how to reap the benefits of this type of “civilizational advancement” for “broader civilizational progress” which for Mill necessarily includes both material and moral development. Second, following from Mill’s understanding of this problem is the pedagogical framework of some of Mill’s ideas for addressing the problem and promoting civilizational progress. Third is that Mill links his ideas for pedagogical correction of the harms of narrow civilization to reap its contributions to civilizational progress to ideas on the proper forms of political and democratic organization for the ends of civilizational progress.

Regarding the first, Mill describes the effects of material improvement which have occurred most eminently in degree and in “more rapid progression” in Great Britain. The mega consequence for Mill here is the weakening of the power of the few and an increase in the power of the many; the transfer of power from a few highly cultivated individuals to a mediocre many constituting a mass. Material improvement does this because it redistributes the extensive property holdings and the intellectual abilities held by the few in aristocratic circles into smaller parcels belonging to a mass constituted by an emerging middle class that did not exist prior to rapid material development. Mill considers this shift in power to be the political effects of material development on mankind.

Mill then outlines two types of moral consequences of material development: the direct influence of material development on individual character and “the moral effects
produced by the insignificance into which the individual falls in comparison with the masses.” Mill theorizes that the former causes the character of the individual to relax in individual energy, to concentrate in “the narrow sphere of the individual’s money-getting pursuits,” and to become “dependent on what most nearly concerns him,” relying “not upon his own exertions” but upon the “general arrangements of society” such as “his family” and “property.”

On the insignificance of the individual in relation to mass, Mill sees the problem to be that in countries with extensive material development those of higher class are nearly extinct as their potential nobility is reshaped by mass; in other words the power of mass replaces higher pursuits by valuing monetary pursuits only. The higher class individuals and their more noble endeavors are crowded out by the power of mass, meaning the influence of the more cultivated few is weakened and the influence of the less cultivated majority is strengthened. Mill frames this as the creation of a cowardly passive opulent class at the destruction of an active heroic class and a corruption of “the very fountain of improvement of public opinion itself.

The above is Mill’s understanding of the problem of the harms of material development on moral development which he thinks will “continue until met by some system of cultivation adopted to counteract it.” The tension is that although Mill thinks material development is “without doubt… assuredly” a good, material development has both beneficial and harmful tendencies. That Mill is concerned in this essay with this problem and therefore the role of both meanings of “civilization” in civilizational progress is clear and apparent when Mill writes:

Is there, then, no remedy? Are the decay of individual energy, the weakening of the influence of superior minds over the multitude, the growth of charlatanerie,
and the diminished efficacy of public opinion as a restraining power,—are these
the price we necessarily pay for the benefits of civilization; and can they only be
avoided by checking the diffusion of knowledge, discouraging the spirit of
combination, prohibiting improvements in the arts of life, and repressing the
further increase of wealth and of production? Assuredly not. Those advantages
which civilization cannot give—which in its uncorrected influence it has even a
tendency to destroy—may yet coexist with civilization; and it is only when joined
to civilization that they can produce their fairest fruits. All that we are in danger
of losing we may preserve, all that we have lost we may regain, and bring to a
perfection hitherto unknown; but not by slumbering, and leaving things to
themselves, no more than by ridiculously trying our strength against their
irresistible tendencies: only be establishing counter-tendencies, which may
combine with those tendencies, and modify them. ²⁶⁴

Mill’s ideas for counteracting the second type of harmful tendencies, the loss of
cultivated individuality to the mediocrity of the masses, are reached at in Mill’s broad
counteractive framework that “national institutions of education, and forms of polity, be
calculated to invigorate the individual character.” ²⁶⁵ The notion of forms of polity to
“gradually train” and “discipline people” through “practices” to acquire the necessary
character for civilizational progress that Mill provides in this essay constitutes a small
gesture towards the sophisticated theorem Mill publishes in Considerations 25 years
later. In “Civilization” Mill theorizes how national institutions of university education
can produce intellectuals with the proper character to hold positions of an MP or an editor
of London newspapers; Mill cites the two positions as the only occupation an individual
can hold to satisfy their noble character and counteract the harmful tendencies of material
development while defending its benefits. Mill saw himself playing this noble role of
cultivated intellectual educating the public by holding these positions himself during his
own life.

In sum, I have illustrated that in “Civilization” Mill thinks of civilizational progress as
containing both the narrow sense of the term and the broad sense of the term, both
material advancement and moral advancement with the relationship between these elements being a crucial concern for his particular understanding of civilizational progress which form the normative axis of Mill’s thought. As we will see in the following chapter, however, the sympathetic literature does not account for all of these aspects of Mill’s essay, and therefore brings a distorted interpretation of it into its critique of the critical literature and in its interpretation of Mill and imperialism.
Chapter 3

Sympathetic Standpoints

This chapter turns to three recent works on Mill that I group together as sympathetic standpoints. Recall that I call sympathetic standpoints those works on Mill that argue against the framing of Mill as imperialist, or, that argue that Mill’s imperialism is a just and tolerant theory of imperialism that should be applied to issues in global politics. There are three broad purposes to this chapter. One is to respond to the objections to my standpoint on Mill and imperialism that are inherent in this literature. Second is to review and assess this literature as genuine scholarship on Mill and imperialism. Third is to identify a growing need for critical engagement with this sympathetic literature which has only emerged in the last two years. Ultimately I argue against the portrait of Mill that this literature provides because I hold that Mill is imperialist and that his political vision, especially his imperial democratization and good governance theorem, should not be applied in the contemporary world.

The three articles I group as sympathetic standpoints are the following listed, in the order in which each is discussed. The first is “A Tale of Two Indias: Burke and Mill on Empire and Slavery in the West Indies and America” (2006).266 This article argues against critical literature and posits that Mill should not be simply understood as an imperialist. The second is “Tolerant Imperialism: John Stuart Mill’s Defense of British Rule in India” (2006).267 And the third is “Intervention and Empire: John Stuart Mill and International Relations” (2005).268 These latter two articles are different than the first in that they argue that Mill’s imperialism is a form of imperialism that is applicable to classic and contemporary global issues.
Kohn and O’Neill: Mill and the West Indies

In their 2006 article “A Tale of Two Indias: Burke and Mill on Empire and Slavery in the West Indies and America” Margaret Kohn and Daniel O’Neill provide a sympathetic standpoint on Mill’s relationship to imperialism. The larger purpose for the authors is to challenge the “new scholarly orthodoxy surrounding Edmund Burke’s and JS Mill’s views of the imperial project.” Kohn and O’Neill, referring to the work of Uday Mehta and Jennifer Pitts, sum up this new orthodoxy noting how such scholarship portrays Mill as “attempting to synthesize historical progressivism” to “justify benign despotism” as a means “to foster good government” and “the development of individual rationality” in contrast to their view of Burke. The interpretation of Burke in this new orthodoxy is as “a defender of cultural pluralism and difference.” Their method for challenging this new orthodoxy is to rethink Burke’s and Mill’s relationship to imperialism through their political actions and writings on the West Indies as opposed to their work on India. Burke’s and Mill’s work on India grounds the scholarship of Mehta and Pitts who form this new orthodoxy.

Kohn and O’Neill argue that Burke’s and Mill’s positions on the West Indies complicate the portrayal of these thinkers by the new orthodoxy because a comparison of these positions point to a contrary conclusion emphasizing Burke as a more committed British imperialist than Mill. Kohn and O’Neill go so far as to claim that such a comparison complicates portraying Mill as a committed British imperialist in general. They provide an excellent scholarly contribution in soundly challenging the portrait of Burke provided in the works by Mehta and Pitts. But Burke aside, Kohn and O’Neill’s sympathetic standpoint on Mill does not hold based on the analysis they provide on Mill.
My position is that although the new scholarly orthodoxy incorrectly holds that Burke is not imperialist, as shown by Kohn and O’Neill, it rightly argues that Mill is extensively imperialist. In other words Kohn and O’Neill, in contrast to the new orthodoxy, incorrectly hold that Mill is less imperialist than Burke even though they correctly identify Burke’s relationship to imperialism.

In sum, my view is different than both perspectives because unlike the new scholarly orthodoxy and unlike Kohn and O’Neill I view both Burke and Mill as promoting imperialism in their political works and contexts. I am more concerned with Mill because it is he that designs an imperial democratization and good governance theorem to guide policy for actually civilizing others towards an English model of governance for the ends of civilizational progress. Burke is beyond the scope of this thesis so I will limit myself to a review and assessment of Kohn’s and O’Neill’s portrayal of Mill.

They claim that casting Mill as “the leading proponent of empire” is “misleading.” As implied in their method, to support their claim they point first to Mill’s political actions and writings on the West Indies and Jamaica. Second they point to what they view as a misunderstanding of Mill’s concept of civilization in the new orthodoxy in their framing of Mill as an imperialist. Below I examine both bases of Kohn’s and O’Neill’s standpoint.

The first basis has two components and I outline each here. First, Mill “jeopardized his parliamentary career by publicly prosecuting a colonial governor for injustice and cruelty committed in the colonies.” Kohn and O’Neill portray Mill as “recognizing the legitimacy of anti-imperialist sentiment” by outlining the way he sacrificed his seat in the British House of Commons to lead a group of British citizens in pursuing the prosecution
of a former governor of Jamaica who committed a number of atrocities against Black colonial subjects. Coupled with this sacrifice, Kohn and O’Neill see Mill’s anti-imperialist moment in these events as apparent when he explained to his electors that he had “felt called upon to protest ‘against a precedent that could justly inflame against us the people of our dependencies’” and also in that Mill carried out highly visible criticism of “English brutality in Jamaica between 1865-1867.” 2) Second, Kohn and O’Neill note that Mill argued for “black emancipation” in the West Indies in his article “The Negro Question.”

These two components, as Kohn and O’Neill themselves acknowledge, do not “seriously disturb the portrait of Mill we have from his writings on India.” Furthermore, it is problematic that Kohn and O’Neill take Mill’s use of the qualifier “justly” as a significant implication that he “recognized the legitimacy of an anti-imperialist sentiment” without more thoroughly considering the role imperialism plays in Mill’s theory of just relations between civilized ruler and their non-civilized dependencies. As I illustrated in the first two chapters of my thesis and as is recognized explicitly in the two additional sympathetic standpoints I discuss below, for Mill justice is not mutually exclusive from imperialism but rather imperialism and justice should often go together. By noting that these two components are not sufficient to complicate the imperial representation of Mill we get from his writings on India Kohn and O’Neill belie their central claim. This claim was that pointing towards Mill’s position on the West Indies would constitute a complication of the imperial representation of Mill we get from his writings on India.
Regarding Mill’s use of the term “civilization,” Kohn and O’Neill posit that Mill’s conception of civilization is misunderstood as a hierarchical and normative concept in critical standpoints that frame Mill as a proponent of imperialism when in fact it is a narrow descriptive term referring to economic development. Kohn and O’Neill base this critique on their particular use of Mill’s article “Civilization” which is not a work specific to the West Indies. They note that one has to understand that Mill’s category of civilization, which he inherited from Scottish Enlightenment historiography, only connotes Mill’s narrower sense of the term referring to economic development, what I labeled following Beate Jahn as material development. Secondly they argue that scholars who portray Mill as endorsing despotic rule of barbarians by the civilized misunderstand Mill’s position because they misunderstand the meaning and scope of his category of civilization by viewing it as the broader normative category which includes ethnocentric and racial hierarchies rather than the narrower descriptive economic category. In addition to this they cite Mill’s critique and fear of civilization in the narrow sense (economic development) as crowding out high culture and individuality, as proof of his explicit rejection of the position that civilization always leads to progress, promoting progress for humanity being Mill’s ultimate concern and project.

As is clear from my discussion of Mill’s essay “Civilization,” I think Kohn and O’Neill are correct to look to “Civilization” to reflect on Mill’s wielding of the term “civilization” and are also correct in noting that Mill has two meanings of the term, a broad normative meaning and a narrow descriptive meaning as Mill stipulates at the beginning of the essay. That said, however, Kohn and O’Neill fail to explicate the way in which Mill sees material civilization as necessary, even if not always sufficient nor
beneficial, for civilizational progress. And related to the latter point, Kohn and O’Neill
fail to explicate the way in which Mill is concerned with formulating this relationship in a
way that best promotes civilizational progress which for Mill necessarily includes both
material and moral improvement, or in the terms Kohn and O’Neill employ, both broad
normative improvement and narrow descriptive improvement.

Indeed one of the important purposes of Mill’s imperialism, including his imperial
democratization theorem, is to reap the benefits of material development while correcting
for its harmful effects. It is the relationship between material development and moral
development for the ends of civilizational progress in normatively heavy connotations of
the term that is significant to Mill in this essay. This relationship is clearly one that Mill
is intensely concerned with throughout his writings but specifically in “Civilization”
because he thinks this relationship is crucial to the civilizational progress that Mill values
more than anything. Civilizational progress is the normative axis of Mill’s political vision
in “Civilization” as elsewhere which is why the second half the article is all about
education, because Mill believes that the proper training of elite intellectuals can correct
for the harms of material development while enabling society to reap its benefits.287

Because Kohn and O’Neill fail to recognize the significance of this relationship
between the two meanings of civilization in Mill’s more comprehensive notion of
civilization they are guilty of the error they claim Mehta and Pitts make.288 Compared to
the critical standpoint authors, it is Kohn and O’Neill who actually most misunderstand
Mill’s civilizational language. Moreover, because of Kohn and O’Neill’s
misunderstanding of Mill’s civilizational language and perhaps also because they, like all
Mill scholars to date, have not confronted any scholarly research that identifies and
focuses on Mill’s imperial democratization theorem they fail to incorporate the small but noteworthy gesture towards this theorem that exists in “Civilization”. In sum, Kohn and O’Neill fail to realize the fit between Mill’s essay “Civilization” and Mill’s imperialism.

Ultimately Kohn and O’Neill conclude that Mill cannot simply be reduced in our understandings to being a committed British imperialist and that his various writings and actions cannot be coherently reconciled under such a portrayal. But I have illustrated above why this sympathetic standpoint on Mill is problematic; Kohn and O’Neill have not actually provided an account that prevents a coherent reconciliation of Mill as a committed British imperialist. If anything, all that Kohn and O’Neill show persuasively is that Mill’s thought holds that British imperialism should operate in a specific way along particular guidelines that adhere to specific conduct, what the other sympathetic standpoints frame as just imperialism and what I argue is the purpose of the imperial democratization theorem outlined in *Considerations*. But it is important to note that this broad fact, that Mill has a modular form of imperialism, is consistent with and supports the standpoint on Mill I provide in the first two chapters of this thesis. But I, unlike the next two sympathetic standpoints I discuss below, do not think Mill’s modular form of imperialism is actually good and applicable in fact and theory to contemporary issues.

**Mark Tunick: Mill and Tolerant Imperialism**

Like Kohn and O’Neill Mark Tunick challenges the portrayal of Mill in critical standpoint literature in his article “Tolerant Imperialism: John Stuart Mill’s Defense of British Rule in India” (2006). Tunick argues that Mill does not advocate imperialism that seeks to forcefully intervene with the non-civilized to reshape their way of being. Instead, according to Tunick, Mill advocates a tolerant imperialism applied to the
civilized and non-civilized alike that respects other ways of being by imposing the proper legal, social and political institutions that are required to protect diversity and plurality.292

In concluding his article Tunick provides his view of Mill’s tolerant imperialism and its relevance to the contemporary world, writing:

> The issue we should address with Mill in mind is whether it is a good idea to interfere in the affairs of other states in order to promote legal rights, respect, and toleration for conflicting viewpoints and ways of life, and a commercial society that can cope with natural threats, given that such interference may threaten the hegemony of existing forms of life in which people have deeply invested identities but perhaps fewer alternatives, rather than the issue—false where Mill is concerned—of whether the West should forcibly reshape the rest of the world in its own image.293

In this gesture towards the application of Mill’s tolerant imperialism in the contemporary world Tunick’s rhetoric avoids the mixed connotations of imperialism altogether mentioning only the less accurate but also less politicized term interference.

There are three parts to my review and assessment of Tunick’s standpoint on Mill and imperialism. First I outline his critique of critical authors such as Bhikhu Parekh and Uday Mehta. Second I will further explicate Tunick’s understanding of Mill’s tolerant imperialism. Third I critique Tunick’s presentation of Mill as a tolerant imperialist. Regarding the third part, I particularly critique Tunick’s distinction between tolerant imperialism and intolerant imperialism.

Before getting into each of these parts it is necessary to note three things. First is that Tunick thinks Mill’s imperialism is difficult to interpret correctly because of the tension between some of Mill’s fundamental concepts which today are assumed to be non-commensurable.294 These are the notions of liberty, toleration, and imperialism.295 Second is that Tunick thinks that although many presume that tolerance and imperialism
are incommensurable, if by imperialism we merely mean any type of interference or imposition to some possible end and not necessarily ends that are self-interested, overtly violent, or aiming to normatively reshape others in the imperializer’s own image, then tolerance and imperialism can and do go together.²⁹⁶ It is by narrowing his meaning of imperialism to mean only what has just been described above that Tunick frames Mill’s imperialism as not a necessarily bad thing.²⁹⁷ Third, and related to the second, is that since Tunick interprets Mill’s imperialism to be not self-interested, not advocating the application of hard overt violence and physical force, and not aiming to normatively reorder other ways of being, he thinks Mill does achieve a tolerant imperialism.²⁹⁸

Tunick understands the critical scholarship as framing Mill as an “undisputed spokesperson for British imperialism” viewing England and the East India Company as “forces of progress that spread values and improve mankind’s capacity for individuality.”²⁹⁹ Tunick interprets Parekh as incorrectly holding that Mill advocates despotism for non-Western people to destroy their non-liberal ways of life and Mehta as incorrectly viewing Mill as articulating a cosmopolitan “dictatorship of reason” that homogenizes others in encounters with unfamiliar cultural difference.³⁰⁰ There are two main bases of Tunick’s critique. One is that he views Parekh and Mehta as misunderstanding Mill’s meaning of “civilization,” a second is that Tunick claims that Parekh and Mehta misrepresent Mill’s position on the application of tolerant imperialism in India in four ways.

Regarding the first, Tunick thinks that Parekh and Mehta have improperly reconciled tensions in Mill’s thought by arguing that he has two different standards, one for the civilized and one for the non-civilized.³⁰¹ Tunick argues that Mill actually holds the
civilized and the non-civilized to the same standard; his tolerant imperialism applies internally and externally. Furthermore, Tunick thinks that Parekh and Mehta have misunderstood the meaning of civilization along the same lines as what was outlined in my discussion of Kohn and O’Neill above. There is no need for me reproduce my view of Mill’s civilizational language and a critique of Kohn and O’Neill’s problematization of the critical understandings of this language here; merely note that this same view and critique apply here.

Regarding the second, Tunick argues that between Parekh and Mehta, there are four misrepresentations of Mill’s position on the use of tolerant imperialism in the British rule of India. One is that Mill’s tolerant imperialism does not entail assimilation. Second is that Mill’s despotism does not deny the rights of those it governs nor use power against Indians arbitrarily. Third is that Mill tolerates even illiberal practices of Indians and recognizes the importance of such in their lives. Fourth is that even though Mill imposes limits on his tolerance of practices, these are not based on racist or ethnocentric views of difference as asserted by Parekh and Mehta, but are based on a tension between liberty and moral development both of which Mill was committed to. Tunick notes that Mill’s limits on tolerance through the no-harm principle apply to both the civilized and the non-civilized.

Tunick provides a plethora of examples to support his charge of these four misrepresentations which he thinks are based on a misrecognition that although Mill “thinks some harmful practices outside the bounds of reason should be abolished” he is committed to a policy of accommodation and recommends a “gentle means of reform” for even the harmful practices. Tunick distinguishes this from Mill’s personal attitudes
of intolerance as seen in his representation and personal criticisms of “embarrassing practices” in the “little-advanced civilization” of India in letters to Coleridge and Comte regarding infanticide, sati, witchcraft, and tragga.309

The examples Tunick cites from Mill’s professional and political career are the following. One is that Mill endorsed a freedom of religion policy in an 1858 petition, supporting the continuation of the East India Company’s rule of India, advocating that it is right “to abstain from banning religious practices except those that are abhorrent.”310 Second is Mill’s recommendation for the non-abolishment of reasonable practices such as those of banditry and bahirwattia. Third is Mill’s 1837 recommendation to replace the deceased king of Oudh with a local heir rather than annexation and amalgamation with surrounding states.311 Fourth is Mill’s divergence from Lord Thomas Macaulay’s view that education policy should be geared to creating a “class who may be interpreters between us and the millions whom we govern; a class of persons, Indian in blood and colour but English in taste, in opinions, in morals, and in intellect” by providing an Anglican education in India rather than an Orientalist education as some of Mill’s and Macaulay’s contemporaries consistently advocated.

In brief response to Tunick’s account it should be noted that these examples of tolerance and accommodation do not problematize the views on Mill held by Mehta and Parekh. Rather they fit with Parekh’s reading of Mill that inferior peoples are subjected to the judgment of superior peoples’ narrow notion of diversity and reason.312 This account also fits Mehta’s view that in liberalism’s relationship to empire, modular and particular notions of reason were developed first in the local contexts of Europe and were then applied universally to the unfamiliar others Europe encountered in the historical
experience of colonialism and imperialism, thereby homogenizing them through force. Furthermore, Tunick’s account also does not problematize my identification and explication of Mill’s imperial democratization and good governance theorem because these examples of tolerance provided by Tunick show John Stuart Mill’s theorem in action, the gradual training of others through multiple stages towards the reasonable way of being.

At the core of Tunick’s understanding of Mill’s tolerant imperialism is the distinction between tolerant imperialism and intolerant imperialism by which Tunick constructs a dualistic typology. The former, according to Tunick, forces modular Western institutions on the civilized and the non-civilized alike to protect values of agency, choice, diversity, plurality, and security; in other words to enforce tolerance itself. Distinct from this tolerant imperialism, the latter are types of imperialism carried-out for self-interest, advocate overt violence, and seek to reshape the non-civilized towards a Western way of being against values of choice, agency, diversity, and plurality and breeching the security of the imperialized to be free from dangerous and threatening imperial intervention and interference. The distinction being noted, I do not see how the version of tolerant imperialism that Tunick abstracts from Mill is mutually exclusive from the types of imperialism that he frames as intolerant and irrelevant to discussions on Mill. Tunick’s dualistic typology is a false dichotomy both in general and in relation to Mill’s imperialism.

Ultimately the practices of tolerant imperialism as understood by Tunick, the upholding of rights, the non-use of arbitrary power, the tolerance of illiberal practices, and the lack of ethnocentrism are presented in a superficial and distorted manner. For
example, the rights upheld, even if some of these are locally held practices, are selected by the “superior” peoples. Moreover, the meaning of arbitrariness in relation to the use of disciplinary power is defined by the “superior” peoples. Furthermore, the reasonableness of practices is judged by “superior” peoples. The paradigms Mill uses to distinguish these subjective qualities, such as “reasonableness” and “arbitrariness” is civilizational progress which is assessed against an ethnocentric civilizational standard in which most of humanity is unreasonably “barbaric” and therefore require despotic force from superior peoples. This is what necessarily goes into imposing Tunick’s Millian inspired modular form of the proper legal, social, political order on the non-civilized to impose a Millian system of governance that works along these lines. This brings into question, and in my view completely reveals, the lack of substance in Tunick’s distinction between tolerant imperialism and intolerant imperialism, especially when Mill is held up as an exemplary icon of the former.

Tunick never engages with the fact that Mill’s meaning and view of representative government as the best constitution for humanity is a European, most specifically English, form of government, and that to impose this system and its earlier intermediacies on others through foreign rule, even if truly benevolent in intent, implies and involves the threat and the use of violence. And, contrary to Tunick’s portrayal, for Mill the means of imposing representative government as the right political, social, and legal constitutional order involves the premise that other ways of being should be reshaped in ways to fit with the conduct necessary for the form of government in question. These points are clearly illustrated in my explication of Considerations in the previous chapter which, in conjunction with the entirety of chapters one and two, clearly illustrates how Mill’s
imperialism, contra Tunick, involves both force and the reshaping of a plurality of others towards an English way of being.

**Carol Prager: Realism, Prudence, and the Acuity of Mill’s Imperialism**

Carol Prager provides another sympathetic reading of Mill in her article “Intervention and Empire: John Stuart Mill and International Relations” (2005). Carol Prager examines Mill’s relationship to intervention and empire because she is puzzled by the lack of attention given to Mill in IR scholarship, especially in the English School which Prager notes has a tradition of paying “special attention to the contributions of classical political philosophers to international discourse.” Prager finds Mill’s work “practical for statesmen” and valuable for thinking through contemporary issues because Mill “identified timeless problems intrinsic to IR” while appreciating the tensions that existed in principles behind courses of action, the requirements of circumstances, and the probability of unintended consequences. Prager explicates that Mill’s combination of personal life struggles, romantic individualism, utilitarian ethics and his public and professional engagement with the classic problems of intervention and empire in international affairs are all elements of what makes Mill a “realistic” and “prudent” thinker. Mill, Prager thinks, should be praised for his “acuity” of vision regarding questions of imperialism rather than represented as “a fervent supporter of empire.”

To outline Prager’s portrayal of Mill I will first go through an account of a number of aspects of Mill’s imperialism that are discussed by Prager. I start with Prager’s account of Mill’s understanding of intervention and interference and how they relate to Mill’s civilizational language. Then I provide Prager’s view of Mill’s meaning of “barbarous”. After this I turn to Prager’s account of the way that Mill’s concept of nationality parallels
his concept of individuality. Finally, I outline Prager’s account of Mill’s ideas on intervention and empire particularly regarding Mill’s prudent limitations on foreign rule and intervention. Secondly, I discuss Prager’s contrast between the acuity and prudence of Mill’s limited imperial intervention versus the idealism of contemporary cosmopolitanism with its much bolder willingness to employ intervention in non-Western states.

Prager argues that Mill “arrived at an understanding of intervention and interference that he elaborated in the contexts” of civilized and barbarous “states.” By intervention Prager means “overt intrusion to achieve a specific” limited object and by interference she means more “far-reaching, penetrating involvement, including empire and what we call today nation-building.” Prager adds that Mill believed that interference in civilized states “was generally unjustified” and intervention as Prager uses the term “rarely sufficed” for Mill in regards to barbarous and semi-barbarous ones. Prager does not examine the civilizational language in depth but asserts that what Mill means by barbarous was “intuitively obvious to him” and that Mill sets up a civilizational continuum from primitive to civilized that parallels a continuum that runs from intervention to interference. Finally, it is worth noting that Prager emphasizes that for Mill questions of intervention were things to be judged on moral considerations in light of circumstances rather than to be judged on legal ones.

On Mill’s meaning of nationality, Prager notes that Mill had a concept of nationality that was distinct from a concept of ethnicity. This is seen by the fact that, for Mill, civilized countries “had a high degree of nationality” whereas the non-civilized “had little or none.” Prager, notes moreover, that for Mill “a strong and active principle of
nationality” was an “essential condition which has existed in all durable societies.” Prager elaborates on the similarities between Mill’s notion of nationality and Mill’s notion of individuality as they relate to imperial intervention. Prager writes thus:

The counterpart to individuality, full-blown nationality, provided the rationale for ruling out intervention. A people displaying true nationality, in contrast with semi-barbarous and barbarous people, were entitled to be free from intervention. The autonomy that was underwritten by nationality took the form of national self-determination, and it was this process to which outsiders were obliged to defer.

On Mill’s views on empire and intervention Prager, contrary to my account, reads “A Few Words of Non-Intervention” as an article where Mill’s “prudence reigned supreme” because he supported a doctrine of non-intervention with only four exceptional cases. Recall that I read this article as aspects of Mill’s imperial democratization theorem being applied in the politics surrounding the Suez Canal. Like Mark Tunick, Prager also argues that Mill was “not intellectually a wholehearted supporter of empire” because in his working life with the East India Company he “tended to favour restraint in interference” in local Indian affairs. Also like Tunick, Prager finds further reason in this claim in that Mill thought that “imperial rule ‘was the highest moral trust which can devolve upon a nation’” and in his view that Britain’s obligations were not exhausted by satisfying its self-interest.

Another reason for Prager’s position here, which is also cited in Tunick’s sympathetic standpoint, is Mill’s support for his employers’ continued rule of India on the basis that as a foreign ruler the East India Company “shielded India from any crass British political interest.” Prager sees Mill’s concerns with these issues as being exemplified by the fact that Mill claimed that “it has been the destiny of the government of the East India Company, to suggest the true theory of government of a semi-barbarous dependency of a
In further support of this sympathetic portrayal Prager cites Mill’s position that imperial rule is only just if it prepares the ruled for independence through enlightened despotism, and that Mill saw this as the only practical way for the imperially governed to become independent.\textsuperscript{331}

To critique Prager’s view here point by point would be to repeat what I have already said throughout this thesis. As with Tunick discussed above, the particular points above do not complicate the portrayal of Mill in critical literature or the work I have presented in this thesis. Rather, these points fit with a thinker trying to guide the backwards through multiple stages of democratization, development, and modernization. That said I turn to Prager’s comparison of Mill’s views on intervention and empire to the views of these in the contemporary era which Prager argues are bolder and more prone to advocating imperial intervention without any of Mill’s prudence and acuity.\textsuperscript{332}

Prager sees imperial intervention in the contemporary world as beyond anything Mill would have condoned or imagined. Prager has in mind contemporary IR scholarship advocating grand cosmopolitanism, political practice such as recent interventions in Kosovo and Iraq, as well as in policy documents such as the \textit{National Security Strategy of the United States} (particularly the doctrine of pre-emptive self-defense) and the \textit{Responsibility to Protect Doctrine} (particularly the weakening of the protection of state sovereignty as obstacle to humanitarian intervention in failed states). I will not get into the details of these here but instead I merely note that Prager, correctly in my view, thinks these examples embody extensive and explicit examples of an imperial willingness to use force by Western states under the justification that it is aimed at improving and protecting the peoples in non-Western states. Of course, contrary to Prager’s view, I hold that Mill
also embodies this willingness, and in fact was innovator and practitioner of it in modern history.

Nevertheless, Prager endorses a turn to Mill’s ideas on intervention and empire in response to concerns over the cosmopolitan denial of the moral standing of non-Western states. Prager does so because in contrast to the contemporary willingness to use imperial intervention as a mode of politics, as outlined above, Prager sees Mill as a prudent and realistic thinker, a realistic thinker, furthermore, who doesn’t buy into a grand international law, who sets limits on the use of force, and who only advocates imperial intervention when it is practical and in the interest of the imperialized. Furthermore, Prager thinks that Mill’s views are sensibly based on morality and circumstance not self-interest and abstract law. Hence Prager takes Mill to be prudent with an acuity of vision that should be turned to today. The problem with this turn to Mill, however, is that Prager’s portrayal, like all three sympathetic standpoints, misses the significance of Mill’s civilizational language, Mill’s imperial democratization theorem, and therefore Mill’s willingness to use force to pursue civilizational progress.

Prager’s is the last of the three sympathetic standpoints taken up in this chapter and it has brought me to an intersection between Mill’s imperialism and contemporary imperialism which is beyond the scope of this thesis. Having explicated the sympathetic standpoints and outlined critiques of this literature on Mill and imperialism I hope to have illustrated two things. One is the way in which this literature does not understand Mill’s civilizational language. The other is that this literature could benefit from an account of Mill’s imperial democratization theorem. Because this sympathetic literature is missing these two components of Mill’s relationship to imperialism they provide erroneous
critiques of critical literature and misrepresent this relationship. These errors in the scholarship lead to a larger misstep in Tunick’s and Prager’s desire to apply Mill’s imperialism to the contemporary world.
Conclusion:

Reflections on Further Scholarship

In conclusion it is worth noting that I share Prager’s general concern with the contemporary politics of imperial intervention in global politics, particularly with regards to the specific examples she provides. I, however, think Mill is the wrong thinker to turn to in search of options. Aside from the problems of Prager’s thin examination of Mill’s imperialism, the comparison of Mill’s imperialism to contemporary imperial visions to find a course of action away from the latter is ill-advised. One reason is that these contemporary arguments for imperial intervention have a liberal-imperial pedigree that involves Mill’s influence.337

For example, all of the imperial interventions that Prager refers to are similar to Mill’s imperialism in that they claim to be protecting the interest of humanity and to only prescribe force in limited cases when circumstances require it.338 Moreover, the contemporary focus on illiberal and failed states in which liberal states and non-governmental organizations that are ready, willing, and able can help, develop, modernize, and democratize those who are deemed by them to have improper ways of life and governance is also like Mill’s imperialism.339 Mill’s imperialism and contemporary imperialism are also similar in their homologous combination of imperialism, democracy, and principles of good governance that rely on a division of humanity into the properly ordered and the improperly ordered.340

Furthermore, that many of the contemporary imperial interveners claim to be motivated by a principle to prevent harm to humanity is also Mill-like in quite specific
ways. Both, for example, claim to promote and protect principles of good governance and conceptions of liberty with limits on the use of force. The limits for both Mill’s imperialism and contemporary imperialism are that force is only used when it is necessary and moral as opposed to all circumstances when it would be judged as a politically sufficient or advantageous course of action for achieving particular ends. The vagueness of the limits and the role the imperializer plays as the judge of necessity and morality brings into question the effectiveness and sincerity of these supposed limits. Moreover, that both Millian imperialism and contemporary imperialism limit the use of force while displaying a bold willingness to employ force against those who are deemed to live in improper normative orders (non-civilized cultural, economic, legal, social, and political orders) exemplifies how the language of limits is like a double edged sword in that it is also a language of permissibility and violent aggressive action. Mill’s imperialism and contemporary imperialism, the kind Prager is concerned with, are similar and likely related. At the very least they fit together comfortably as one discourse.

That said, in this thesis I have limited myself to clearly outlining the many features of Mill’s imperialism and I did so by bringing together the critical standpoint literature with an extensive treatment of Mill’s imperial democratization and good governance theorem and with an examination of the sympathetic literature. Through this approach I have identified and crystallized various conceptual relationships that operate in Mill’s imperialism. Moreover, this approach has illuminated gaps in the critical literature and shortcomings in the sympathetic literature.

Regarding the former, for example, Melanie White and Jennifer Pitts discuss Mill’s ethology as a science of character formation and connect it with his notion of good
governance but do not adequately explain the way in which Mill’s notion of good governance is an assessment and diagnosis of the form of government needed to best reshape the character of others. In this sense Mill’s ethology and notion of good governance are tightly related and can be framed as the same concept. But Pitts and White do not situate the ethological good governance notion within its role as one of three elements that constitute the architecture of Mill’s theorem outlined in Considerations—imperialism and democracy being the other two essential elements.

Another example of a gap is Parekh’s rendering of Mill’s division of humanity as a binary. Because once Mill’s theorem is identified it is clear that in addition to dividing humanity through his civilizational language in a binary fashion Mill also separates humanity by degrees along a continuum through the civilizational language. The two forms of division provide Mill’s theorem with a governmental flexibility to prescribe forms of polities and courses of action based on the fact that a nation is civilized or non-civilized (the binary justification), or based on the fact that this same nation is some degree of hybrid between civilized and non-civilized. Mill’s theorem accesses both forms which enables a kind of flexibility in imperial governance of dependencies.

Regarding the sympathetic literature, this approach also illuminated a number of the fundamental problems in the interpretations and accounts provided by these authors. In outlining the theorem, extensively armed with the insights of the critical literature, I have shown the way in which sympathetic literature misreads Mill’s civilizational language and is unable to accurately account for Mill’s imperialism because these authors are unaware of the connection between the three elements of the architecture of Mill’s theorem, which are imperialism, democracy, and good governance. They are also unable
to recognize that these three elements go together in modern constitutionalism more broadly. Mark Tunick, for example, sees the enforcement of liberal tolerance as non-imperial because the standards of reason and the standards of civilization instituted through the imposition of rule of law and democracy is applied across humanity equally—equal in the sense that everyone regardless of nationality and culture is treated the same. Since Tunick presumes that Mill and modern constitutionalism protects others in a non-violent way without harming them, even accommodating local practices when they are considered reasonable by foreign governors, he presumes it is not an extensive form of intolerant imperialism. Tunick’s position is untenable, however, when *Considerations* is properly assessed as a treatise of Mill’s theorem to guide British governors in the reshaping of others through despotic force to pursue a particular vision of civilizational progress developed by Mill from his nineteenth century Victorian English context. Tunick’s position and the content of *Considerations* I outlined in chapter two are clearly not commensurable.

Another example of the way in which recognition of Mill’s theorem illuminates shortcomings in sympathetic literature is Carol Prager’s view that Mill is a cautious, conservative, and sensible about the use of imperial force compared to contemporary imperial interveners. My examination of Mill’s theorem illuminates how inaccurate this portrayal of Mill is given the reality of Mill’s theorem and Mill’s goal of civilizational progress.

In sum, the second chapter of this thesis is a crucial contribution to the literature on Mill and imperialism. It shows how Mill brings the languages of imperialism, democracy, and good governance together to formulate his theorem outlined in the first four chapters
of *Considerations*. It outlines in depth how Mill brings these languages together to promote the gradual training of immature non-European and illiberal nations through despotic force to “walk alone” by means of imposing a series of constitutional orders to reshape the “non-civilized”. A major feature of this outline was the identification of Mill’s will and ability clause which holds that a nation must have the will and ability to conduct itself in ways that are conducive to particular constitutional orders. For example the civilized, and only the civilized, conduct themselves in ways that are conducive to representative government by satisfying the three conditions of the will and ability clause. I also outlined in some depth that a major precondition for this gradual training and for representative government is, for Mill, the modular commercial development he sees as instituting the necessary material development and collective discipline required for proper moral development. This paragraph here, then, is a synopsis of Mill’s blueprint for pursuing civilizational progress for humanity which is more thoroughly outlined in chapter two.

Mill’s blueprint is indicative of, and reflects, a broader pattern in Western imperial practice. The broader patterns are the imposing of liberal-democratic constitutionalism including the imposing of modular forms of the rule of law, property rights, economic liberalization including the enforcement of particular trade policies (especially free trade policies), industrial development, and a system of representative government. The latter imposition enforces a separation between the sovereign (the crown) acting through an executive branch of government which manages a partially enfranchised population who vote for representatives that sit in a legislative branch of government. I have outlined in detail how these languages are mutually inclusive in Mill’s thought.
In this thesis, however, I have merely examined the recent scholarly engagement with Mill and imperialism and accounted for one specific aspect of Mill’s imperialism that to date has escaped focus. Based on what has been outlined in this work I hold, in contrast to predominant and sympathetic literatures, that nobody would do well to follow Mill in his ideas for the improvement of humankind. The emergence of sympathetic standpoints, perhaps Carol Prager’s especially, illustrates a need for further critical scholarship on Mill’s liberal imperialism and the liberal imperialism that operates in the contemporary world.

Building on the work I carry out in this thesis there is much more to be done. Most pertinently a more thorough history of the influence and continuities of Millian imperialism into the contemporary world should be undertaken. Also histories of resistances to Mill’s imperialism and the continuities of these resistance histories from Mill’s day through to contemporary resistances would be major contributions to Mill scholarship. Finally, a more thorough critique of the Millian and neo-Millian imperial political visions in their original and contemporary forms is also needed. Ultimately Mill is an imperialist with a theorem for the application of imperialism outlined in Considerations, which was informed by his experience as a practitioner and public intellectual of imperial governance.

It is in the hands of present interlocutors to judge and locate the value and the proper place of Mill’s imperialism in the contemporary world. My standpoint is that Mill’s imperialism, as explicated in this thesis should be rejected as an acceptable module of imposed systematic governance. In my view this form of governance is all too often
universalized and imperially imposed as the ideal form of “democracy”, “constitutionalism”, and “proper government” for all of humanity.
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Tully, “The Imperialism of…,” These and other broader patterns are outlined by James Tully in his recent work “The Imperialism of Modern Constitutionalism.” In this work Tully outlines the way modern constitutionalism and its global impositions are enclosed by the imperialism of Western modernity and correctly points to Mill as an important canonical thinker of the theory and practice of the imperialism of modern constitutionalism. Tully shows how imperialism, democracy, good governance, and notions of progress are mutually inclusive languages in which the imperial imposition of particular forms of governance continues to be predicated.
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